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There are websites linked to and from this Guidance Document that are operated or
created by or for organizations outside of CCME. Those organizations are solely
responsible for the operation and information (including the right to display such
information) found on their respective websites. These linked websites may or may not
be available in French.
CCME does not assume and is not responsible for any liability whatsoever for the linking
of any of these linked websites, the operation or content (including the right to display
such information) of any of the linked websites, nor for any of the information,
interpretation, comments or opinions expressed in any of the linked websites. Any
comments or inquiries regarding the linked websites are to be directed to the organization
for whom the particular website is being operated.
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1.0

PURPOSE

The Guidance Document for Canadian Jurisdictions on Outdoor Open-Air Burning (the
GDOAB) has been developed by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment
(CCME) to assist governments, municipalities and Aboriginal communities with their response
to air quality problems associated with open-air burning. The GDOAB may be considered as
either a voluntary or regulatory tool to address wood smoke problems, where applicable.

1.1 About the Guidance Document
The tools and information in the Guidance Document have been designed to enhance local air
management programs by providing: best practices to help ensure residential, agricultural, and
ecological open-air burning activities are conducted in a responsible manner, thereby minimizing
potential adverse human health and environmental impacts. In addition, examples of regulatory
elements for the creation of provincial/territorial regulations or municipal by-laws, if needed, are
provided in Appendix I.
The best practices outlined in the Guidance Document were developed based on a review of
regulations and other risk management instruments implemented in all 13 Canadian provinces
and territories, all 50 American states, as well as selected international jurisdictions.
Jurisdictional background information on wood smoke management can be found in Review of

Municipal, Provincial, Territorial and Federal Policies for Open-Air Burning in Selected
Canadianand InternationalJurisdictions(2016) (W'.'.'W.ccme.ca).
The Guidance Document has been developed to be flexible by providing options for local
communities (both urban and rural) and government agencies to choose best practices most
suitable for their unique circumstances, and to be responsive to continual improvement as
additional information is gathered. In general, regulatory elements of the Guidance Document
are directed at municipal governments (e.g., at the by-law level) but in the absence of municipal
jurisdiction these guidelines could be applied at the provincial/territorial level, if needed. This
Guidance Document is also structured in the form of a toolkit in order to identify the key policy
priorities that governments may need to consider in their decision-making process. In addition to
the regulatory elements, governments may want to seek public input into the development of any
regulatory or risk management instrument addressing open-air burning issues. Appendices to this
Guidance Document also provide templates that may be used for public education campaigns on
open-air burning.
In addition to these guidelines on open-air burning, CCME has published the complementary
Code of Practice for Residential Wood-Burning Appliances to address the issue of particulate
matter from wood burning appliances and fireplaces issue (see www.ccme.ca).

1.2 Community Air Zone Management Planning
In 2012, the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment, with the exception of Quebec,
agreed to begin the implementation of a new Air Quality Management System (AQMS). The
Guidance Document for Canadian Jurisdictions on Open-Air Burning

AQMS includes Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standards for pollutant concentrations in outdoor
air and is supported by an air zone management framework that provides guidance on the nature
of the management, monitoring and reporting actions to be implemented at the air zone level
(see www.ccme.ca). This Guidance Document and the Code of Practice for Residential Wood
Burning Appliances may help to avoid potential air quality problems resulting from multiple
sources of burning.

1.3 Scope and Limitations
When developing their own by-laws, fire permit programs, or other programs to manage open-air
burning, government agencies should ensure that their practices are suited or modified to fit their
particular needs and consider factors such as geographic location, terrain, population density,
bum frequency, meteorology and socio-economic situations. Each jurisdiction is unique and in
particular some of Canada's northern communities require additional planning and
considerations to manage and dispose of any waste other than wood waste' to ensure the practice
of open-air burning of such waste is eliminated.
Waste generators located in remote areas may have limited options for cost-effective and
environmentally sound waste management. Although it is an undesirable practice, in some cases,
open burning of waste may be necessary for managing waste other than wood waste. This should
only be considered in cases where there is severely limited waste management infrastructure, and
should not be considered as a long term solution. In all cases, reduction and diversion should be
the primary waste management objectives, prior to considering any disposal option.
Unsegregated waste should never be burned due to its potential for containing household
hazardous wastes. For guidance on burning of waste other than wood waste, readers should
consult Environment Canada's 2010 publication entitled Technical Document for Batch Waste
Incineration'
Governments should obtain legal advice when drafting and developing their own environmental
regulations or guidelines based on this Guidance Document (GDOAB). Nothing in this Guidance
Document should be construed as legal advice nor should any provisions contained herein be
relied upon in lieu of obtaining legal advice. The by-law or regulatory elements provided in this
document are only provided as guidance and do not represent a comprehensive by-law or
regulation. In addition, users of the GDOAB (including municipalities developing by-laws based
on the document) must still refer to and comply with all provincial/territorial laws or other
requirements pertaining to both fire prevention and environmental protection with respect to
burning of waste. Municipalities, territories or provinces with existing by-laws or regulations
which are more stringent than those listed in the GDOAB should maintain those requirements.
Finally, discussions on open-air burning should collectively consider both air management and
fire prevention and safety issues. Governments should consider the strategic directions being

1
2

See Appendix 1, Part 1: Definition 1.21 - Wood Waste
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undertaken for emerging wildfire management issues at the Canadian Council of Forest
Ministers (http://www.ccfin.org/english/index.asp).

2.0

BACKGROUND

2.1 What is Open-air Burning?
Open burning or open-air burning means any fire or burning practice that is conducted outside a
building and includes but is not limited to, small confined fires and large confined fires (e.g.,
some bonfires), fires in burn barrels, in air curtain incinerators, outdoor recreational fireplaces,
prescribed burning, and construction site and demolition site fires.

2.2 What is Emitted?
Smoke from open-air burning contains a complex mixture of air pollutants', including a number
of "non-threshold pollutants" for which there is some probability of harm at any level of
exposure (e.g., PM2s). Exposure to these substances should always be minimized.
Pollutants of particular health and environmental concern from open-air burning include:
• PM2.s(airborne particles that are 2.5 micrometres or less in aerodynamic diameter)
• Black carbon (soot) particles that include aggregates of PM2.s
• polychlorinated dibenzo dioxins (PCDDs) and polychlorinated dibenzo furans (PCDFs)'
• polyaromatic hydrocarbons, including known carcinogens such as benzo(a)pyrene.
Some of the other pollutants of concern found in the smoke can include nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide, arsenic, mercury, lead, hydrochloric acid, and volatile organic compounds. The ash
produced from a burn may also contain some of these pollutants.
It is anticipated that through a combination of policy options and voluntary (non-regulatory)
programs such as those described in this Guidance Document, open-air burning emissions of
PM2.s, dioxins and furans as well as other pollutants can be substantially reduced.

2.3 Health and Environmental Impacts
Open-air burning may not be widely recognized as being potentially harmful. However the
pollution it creates can potentially cause a range of health and environmental problems.

3

It is difficult to quantify all emissions from open-air burning due to variation in open burning practices.

' In Canada, the open burning of garbage produces more dioxins and furans than all industrial activities combined.
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Health Effects

People most susceptible to the negative health effects of smoke emissions from open-air burning
are young children and older adults, especially those with existing respiratory conditions (e.g.,
asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease etc.), cardiovascular diseases, or vascular
complications from diabetes. Studies of wood smoke have linked long-term exposure with
elevated levels of airborne particulate matter to reduced lung function, development of asthma
and chronic bronchitis, heart problems and premature mortality. Short-term exposure has been
associated with acute bronchitis, asthma attacks, aggravation of lung diseases and increased
susceptibility to respiratory infections.
Exposure to polyaromatic hydrocarbons, dioxins and furans have been linked to certain types of
cancers, liver problems, impairment of the immune system, endocrine system and the
reproductive system, and effects on the developing systems of the young. A source for these
contaminants may come from the open-air burning of plastics, especially chlorinated materials
such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC) products.
Environmental Effects
Open-air burning is mostly practiced in rural and agricultural areas so there is concern about
pollutants settling on crops, in lakes and rivers and in areas where animals graze or live. Overall,
these pollutants can affect all parts of the ecosystem, from micro-organisms and plants to fish
and mammals, and some pollutants can pass from one part of the ecosystem to another. For
example, dioxins produced from open-air burning (e.g., from the burning of plastics) can be
deposited on plants and eaten by livestock. The pollutants are then absorbed into the animals
(bio-accumulation) and stay in the food chain, eventually ending up in meat and dairy products.
Smoke from open-air burning also contains black carbon or "soot" which is part of a group of
substances known as short-lived climate forcers (SLCF). Though SLCFs remain in the
atmosphere for much less time than long-lived greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide (in the case
of black carbon, mere days or weeks), they are considered to be responsible for a significant
portion of current global warming. Black carbon has a two-fold warming effect; it absorbs solar
radiation, thereby directly warming the surrounding air and, when deposited on snow and ice
surfaces, it reduces the reflection of solar radiation, leading to accelerated melting. Reducing
black carbon and other SLCFs locally offers an opportunity to reduce the rate of both local and
global warming in the near term.
Nuisance problems from smoke can include haze and odour problems. For example, when there
are geographical barriers and/or little wind to clear the air from open-air burning activities,
visibility is often obscured by fine particulate matter and aerosols and the scent of burnt material
may be noticeable both indoors and outdoors. These nuisance conditions can have real impacts
on personal health and on the general quality of life in a community.
Additional Resources:
Emissions of Organic Air Toxics from Open Burning: A Comprehensive Review. Progress in Energy and
Combustion Science (30) 2004, Pages 1-32: http://www.zendertrroup.org/docs/Emissions-Open-Burnino-Lemieuxetal-2004.pdf or http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360128503000613
Guidance Document for Canadian Jurisdictions on Open-Air Burning
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3.0

TYPES OF OPEN-AIR BURNING PRACTICES

Open-air burning in Canada generally occurs in rural locations where the risk of public exposure
to smoke is lower, relative to urban locations. Many urban centres have prohibited open-air
burning due to the risk of exposure to smoke, fire spreading and nuisances. In rural areas, openair burning is one method of reducing brush. Open burning is often applied for clearing large
volumes of brush, trees and stumps as needed for renewing or creating agricultural and forested
lands.
The types of open-air burning outlined below are sometimes allowed in jurisdictions provided
that certain conditions of safety are being met and that there is no measurable adverse effect on
air quality. In most jurisdictions, an open-air burning permit is required prior to these activities
being initiated. Section 3.1 provides typical examples of open-air burning activities that are
allowed under certain situations. Those activities that are allowed, and their restrictions, will vary
across jurisdictions.

3.1 Included Activities
General Public
•
•
•

Providing warmth or cooking food on other than commercial premises
Recreational, decorative, religious or ceremonial purposes, outdoor fireplaces, campfires
and bonfires
Elimination of wood waste by property owners at the property site which they own.

Agricultural, Habitat, and Ecosystem Renewal
•

Prescribed burning for forest management, agricultural soil conditioning, crop and
pasture production, and other resource management objectives (see the definition of
Prescribed Burning in Appendix I, Part 1, section 1.14)
• Prevention or control of weeds (e.g., along fence lines, canal and ditch banks), control of
insects or disease
• Wildlife and watershed habitat management for productivity
• Fire hazard abatement, providing the hazard is so declared by the fire agency having
jurisdiction.

Community Applications
•
•
•
•

Training firefighting personnel
Brush clearing for construction and maintenance of right-of-way areas (transportation
corridors and utility lines)
Elimination of wood waste at municipal landfills, transfer stations and municipal
recycling centres where wood waste recycling, material reuse or landfilling is not feasible
Elimination of other materials at the discretion of the jurisdictional authority.

Guidance Document for Canadian Jurisdictions
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3.2 Excluded Activities
While this Guidance Document applies to many outdoor open-air burning activities, it will be
important to define and communicate to the public that any exclusions in subsequent legislation,
regulations, by-laws or programs. Suggested exclusions in this Guidance Document may not
apply to:
• Grilling or cooking using charcoal, wood, wood pellets, propane or natural gas in cooking
or grilling appliances including barbeques.
• Use of propane, acetylene, natural gas, gasoline or kerosene in a device intended for
heating, construction or maintenance activities.
• Emergency safety/signaling flares or industrial flares used for the combustion of
flammable gases.
• Structures that may be burned exclusively for fire suppression training, or testing of
firefighting equipment, provided that all asbestos materials have been removed from the
structure and the structure has been inspected by a licensed asbestos inspector.
• Burning of materials, including contraband, for law enforcement activities as authorized
by the municipal authority or other law enforcement authority.
• Forest or resource management operations with mandated or regulated activities that
require disposal of woody debris or prescribed burning-often these are on crown, public
or protected lands.
• Campfires in private campgrounds, provincial or federal parks or permitted campfires
covered under other fire prevention legislation.
• Burning of explosive or dangerous material by police or other public safety organization,
for which there is no other safe means of disposal.
• Burning wood waste at solid waste disposal or transfer sites, if carried out in accordance
with a permit or approval prescribing such activity under regulation (e.g., environmental
protection acts).
Note: provincial, territorial or federal jurisdictions should be contacted to determine what
legislation may apply, and what level of approval may be required for the burning of dangerous,
hazardous and contraband materials or wastes.

4.0

WOOD SMOKE MANAGEMENT TOOLKIT - OPEN-AIR BURNING

This section provides an overview of a wood smoke management toolkit that should be
considered when developing policies to address open-air burning issues. This toolkit will provide
governments with guidance where needed to reduce any significant adverse effects due to openair burning by way of improving local air quality and protecting the environment.
The five main tools in the toolkit are:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Regulating Open-Air Burning
Air Quality Advisories and Burn Restrictions
Alternatives to Open-Air Burning
Public Outreach and Education
Performance Management - Planning for and Measuring Success
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Related policy and/or management options are provided for each tool. Management efforts
should consider all of the approaches described below. However, some may not be as applicable
as others in all areas (e.g., rural areas or where incorporated municipalities may not exist).
Flexibility may be required on the part of governments and their partners to implement the tools
identified in this Guidance Document.

4.1 Regulating Open-Air Burning
To establish good governance to protect air quality from the impacts of smoke, jurisdictions
should consider options for establishing by-laws or regulations for open-air burning.

Tool 1 Regulating Qpen-Air Burning
Management Options:

1.1

,·

.

'

Municipal By-Laws: Municipalities c~ address nui~ce

and health related
smoke issues by adopting by-law5 (where legal authority exists) to reduce smoke
emissions. Such by-laws can include detailed requirements or general
prohibitions on open-air burning,"' allowable camp and. bonfires under safe
conditions, outdoor recreational fireplaces, prescribed burning for agricultural
and forest renewal, and enhancing fire permit :standards and ·compliance.
Appendix 1 has been prepared as·guidance for municipalities wishing to pursue
this option. (Note: Tool 4. - Public Outreach and Education should be undertaken
prior to or concurrent Withpublic announcement by-laws or regulations) .

of

..
Provincial and Territorial Regulations: S~me. municipalities, or provinces .
and territories that contain unincorporated areas, may wish ·to establish ·
regulations and/or revise resource management provisions to promote best
practices for open-air burning. Although principally targeting a municipal
audience, Appendix: I may inform such provinciallterritorial efforts.

·.

•.

.•••

.

··· ....

·-··

.

-,•

.,_,.. -,

,_.. _•._,.•.

_,__ ,_.''

•i• ··, ,·

·',

,

·..

4.2 Air Quality Advisories and Burn Restrictions
Open-air burning activities should be restricted or suspended during episodes of poor air quality.
These episodes are linked with adverse effects on human health, the environment and public
safety.
Methods of determining local air quality can include using information from an air monitoring
station that reports an Air Quality Index (AQI) measurement for short-term fine particulate
matter or ozone. Some jurisdictions may also refer to the Air Quality Health Index (AQHI)
which provides qualitative health information to the public.
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AQI values may trigger an air quality advisory if the concentrations of criteria air pollutants' are
exceeded or are predicted to be exceeded. Air quality advisories are dependent on meteorological
conditions and forecasts such as air temperature, wind-speed, daytime wind direction, and other
considerations relevant for managing potential impacts to air quality from open-air burning, such
as during wet or fog conditions.
Bum restrictions can be a useful tool for community air zone management planning. Ambient air
quality standards for PM2_5 and ground-level ozone concentrations are a useful reference point to
determine and advise on burn restrictions.
Where there is no nearby air monitoring station there will be a need to rely on observations of
visible haze or odour due to smoke, and available meteorological services in the area to forecast
air quality conditions.
After determining that an episode of poor air quality is occurring (or will likely occur)
jurisdictions could consider implementing voluntary or mandatory No-Bum Days or a fire ban.
Many jurisdictions utilize fire bans, restrictions or advisories to notify the public of the need to
curtail open-air burning during dry summer conditions for public safety reasons. Bum
restrictions may be issued by various local governments in the U.S. and Canada during Air
Quality Advisories. Notices by way of local radio, television, Internet or billboard outlets can
publicize bans on burning wood and other materials.

Tool 2 Air Quality Advisories and Burn Restrictions
'-.>-. '

'

Jurisdictions should consider curtailing open-air burning activities during poor air quality
episodes or where poor air quality is predicted.

Management Options:
2.1

Notification: Local municipalities.

2.2

Burn Restrictions: Burn restrictions should be considered in the following

provinces, territories, and Aboriginal
communities should make a reasonable effort to notify residents about any
concerns for open-air burning during an Air Quality Advisory or widely observed
haze event. Notices could be disseminated through local radio stations, Internet,
billboards, newspapers or by distribution of leaflets. Initial notices may request
voluntary wood burning curtailment in.the community.

context:
- -

' ~:•-_

--

'

a) Voluntary No-Burn Days: Guidelines or programs requesting that the public
voluntarily refrain from conducting burning during periods of poor air quality.
5

Criteria air pollutants are those pollutants involved in the formation of smog, and include particulate matter, ground-level ozone,
carbon monoxide, sulphur oXides, and nitrogen oxides.
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b) Mandatory No-Burn Days: Municipal by-laws or regulations to curtail wood
burning during poor air quality could include mandatory restrictions on open
fires. Appendix I identifies draft regulatory or by-law text for prohibiting openair burning during these events: Appendix 4 illustrates a model fire permit and the
conditions under which a permit may be suspended due to poor ilir quality.
c) Fire Bans and Restrictions: Provincial 'ormunicipal fire bans and restrictions
are also effective tools for curtailing and managing burning for public· safety
reasons during periods of drought or fire hazard. Jurisdictions may need to decide
how frre bans or restrictions would work with 'No-Burn Days' if using both tools
or applying them in different seasons and conditions.
In addition, jurisdictions can consult the Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) for
PM2.s and ozone www.ccme.ca) to assist them in determining when and to what extent burn
restrictions such as mandatory or voluntary No-Burn Days should be implemented'. Those
jurisdictions that exceed or are close to exceeding the 24-hour PM2.5 or 8-hour ozone CAAQS on
a long-term basis, should consider eliminating or reducing certain open-air burning activities.
This may be especially common during the summer "ozone season" (approximately May l st to
September 30th). One-hour ambient air quality criteria or standards for these pollutants may be a
more sensitive measure of short-term variation in air quality if those measures are locally
available.

4.3 Alternatives to Open-Air Burning
Jurisdictions may have opportunities to develop alternatives to open-air burning for their
communities. Material source separation, recycling and reuse, including energy and biomass
recovery facilities, may help offset open-air burning activities of wood waste for communities
interested in cleaner waste management solutions.

6

1tshould be noted that the CAAQS is a measure of longer term trends in air quality (3-year averages} and therefore the local air

quality index. v.tiere available, provides for a better daily air quality reference point
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Tp0l 3 Alternatives

to Open~Air Burning

There are many alternatives tO open-air burning that should be explored by jurisdictions
as part of integrated air and waste management planning at the local level (see Section
6.5 - Waste Management Plannilig).
Options could include:
3.1

Composting and Chipping Sites: Establish :freedrop-off sites for yard,.garden
and other area materials, year-round at waste recycling depots. This material
can be locally recycled into wood chips and comp<lstwhich can then be given
back to the public for use in their gardens or used for municipal landscaping.
Accepted materials include: grass, leaves, shrubs and branches no greater than
7.5 centimetres (3 inches) in diameter. Curb-side pick-up of wood waste and
leayes may also provide feedstock for recycling operations.

3.2

Wood Energy Utilization; Explore opportunitiesfor encouraging wood waste
energy development opportunities with stakeholders potentially interested in
alternative energy operations including co-generation. Wood waste can be used
as a fuel to generate heat or electricity at industrial or c:ommercialfacilities.

3.3

Biomass Utilization:. Consider partnerships . with local wood product
manufacturers that may be interested in wood waste as biomass. Woody
biomass can be used for many purposes inclµding: pulp for paper,
methanpl/ethanol production,Wood pellets, garden bedding, furniture, specialty
crafts, compost, mulch,,fibre, or particle bqards.

Additional Resources:
Cowichan Valley Regional District Alternatives to Open-Air Burning Brochure:
http://www.cvrd.bc.ca/DocumentCenter/Home/View/2162
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation - Regulations and Alternatives to Burning:
http:/lwww.dec.nv.gov/chemical/32064.html
Southwest Clean Air Agency-Outdoor Burning and Alternatives: http://www.swcleanair.org/outburn.html

4.4 Public Outreach and Education
Public outreach and education programs help to raise awareness about the health, air quality and
public safety impacts associated with open-air burning. They also provide a means to educate
land owners with respect to safe and efficient open-air burning practices. Outreach campaigns
are particularly important when building community acceptance and support for proposed bylaws or regulations, for disseminating information over a long period of time, and for promoting
initiatives that encourage public participation in related programs such as alternatives to open-air
burning.
Guidance Document for Canadian Jurisdictions on Open-Air Burning
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Outreach programs can be conducted by public, private, and non-profit organizations, and
benefit by involving a broad range of interested stakeholders such as volunteer groups and
professional associations.
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4.4

Local Service and Equipment Providers: As part of public awareness
campaigns jurisdictions should explore opportunities to engage local chipping,
shredding and composting equipment sales; rentals and service companies in
expanded marketing for their products;
.·

4.S

Community-Based Social Marketing: Research and actions can be targeted to
address .specific barriers to behaviour . within a community. A locally
recognized individual can. be ari effeCtfy~,campaign leader for coordinating
outreach components.

Additional Resources:
Tools for Reducing Residential Garbage Burning for Local Officials and 'Bernie the Burn Barrel" Western Lake
Superior Sanitary District:
http://www.wlssd.com/documentslBurn Barrel Media Kit lntro.pdf
Fire Smart Canada:
https:l/www.firesmartcanada.ca/
http://wildfire.alberta.calfire-smart/default.aspx
http:/lbcwi ldfire.ca!Preventionlfiresmart.htm I

4.5 Performance Management- Planning for and Measuring Success
Jurisdictions should consider measuring and assessing the outcomes of their smoke management
efforts by establishing and tracking appropriate indicators. This approach requires that
measurement be considered from the outset of an initiative, in the planning and evaluation
phases of such work.

Jurisdictions should consider assessing the outComes-i:iftheir smoke management efforts _
by tracking appropriate indicators. Planriing for' p$forinance measures for smoke •
management should include measures from the CCME GuidaDce Document on Outdoor
Open-Air Burning and from the CCME Code of PraCtice for Residential Wood Burning
Appliances. This approach helps jurisdictious ensure·that their actions are effective and
the cumulative benefits based on these tools areme8:sUriible.-. - · · .
..-

- .... -·,

.

Management Options:

·:".t<r<~~:~~-;:.,'.'J·-.~
·:':t::f:,JF:: ·
- · .- ; ·,

Initial Smoke Evaluation: An ~;~ :.·~o~ evaluation may include a
community Survey defining smoke problenls, a review of the fire permitting and
compliance process, available emissions in~eniories and air quality indicators for
particulate matter, along with available alternatives to open-air burning, among
other elements. This will establish a baseline frOmwhich program success can be
measured.
·
· ·· ·
·.
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5.2

Selection of Actions: Having completed an initial smoke evaluation,
performance measures should be crafted to compare planned implementation of
GOOAB elements with the potential community response. Meamres should
include:
·
·

,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

5.3

5.0

Number of fire permits and permit data· supporting an open-air burning
emissions inventory for particulate matter and carbon monoxide/dioxide
emissions
·
Public nuisance complaints
Compliance and enforcement activities
Public outreach and education campaigns
·
Quantities of wood waste and yard waste diverted to reuse facilities
Number of burn restriction days or other evidence based observations (e.g.,
haze or visible smoke caused by local open-air burning practices)
Short-term and long-term emissions trends based on emissions inventoiy
estimates
.
··
.·
Air Zone Management Level based on the Canadian Ambient Air Quality
Standards (see ccme.ca).
' · · ··
·

Measure Project Success: Results from selected actions can be reported as
either qualitative information or in terms of quantifiable data indicating project
success. The collection of information can help to define project success rates in
support of continuous improvement This data can be used when reporting to the
public, funding agencies and partners, and will inform future initiatives.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR OPEN-AIR BURNING

Where there is a risk of air quality deterioration in a community due to open-air burning
activities, any best practices in this Guidance Document may be needed to reduce smoke
intensity and to protect public health. The intensity of the policy response by jurisdictions may
include enhancing fire permit and other by-law requirements for a greater level of wood smoke
control especially where smoke tends to stagnate due to geographic features causing poor air
dispersion or where complaints by neighbouring residents are frequent.

5.1 Allowable and Prohibited

Burn Materials

Many materials should not be burned at all due to the pollutants they can emit, including plastics,
railroad ties, cardboard and pressure-treated, painted or varnished wood. The type of material
being burned should be limited to clean dry wood waste. Clean wood waste refers to tree trunks,
tree branches, brush, or wood products that do not contain painted or treated wood materials
(e.g., chromated copper arsenate or ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate, pentachlorophenol,
creosote, pesticides, or paint); are excluded upholstered articles; plywood or composite wood
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products containing varnish or glue; articles to which a rigid surface treatment is affixed or
adhered, unless the rigid surface treatment is predominantly wood or cellulose. The definition of
clean wood waste also excludes and prohibits other materials from being open burned such as
tires or other rubber products, plastics, heavy oils or asphalt-based or -impregnated materials,
paper products, other mixed waste or any large piles of grass clippings or collected leaves.
A list of materials typically prohibited from open-air burning is illustrated in a poster in
Appendix 2, which may be adapted for use in jurisdictions to help educate the public on what
materials should not be burned.
In some areas, the burning of green or wet wood may be required for disease and insect control
(e.g., pine beetles, and diseased or infested tree clippings in orchards). The burning of green
wood in these situations may require tightened measures to minimize potential smoke impacts
(e.g., burning setbacks further away from nearby residences, notification requirements for nearby
residents, use of accelerant materials to speed ignition of the green debris, or use of forced air to
speed combustion of the green debris).

5.2 Meteorological Conditions
Burn when meteorological conditions favour smoke dispersion, air mixing, safe combustion and
minimal smouldering. Planning shorter burn periods will help better manage burning in the event
of changing weather conditions. Many jurisdictions will also have access to fire weather and fire
behaviour indices during the fire season. These incorporate all of the factors discussed below to
synthesize fire danger, spread rate etc.
The following meteorological conditions should be considered before and during open-air
burning activities. If conditions are not favorable, the burn should be postponed or terminated (if
already started).
•

Ventilation - persistent low-level atmospheric/temperature inversions (i.e., stagnant air
conditions often found on calm cold days) can result in poor ventilation of the fire and trap
smoke near the ground. Some jurisdictions have established venting indexes, a numerical
value related to the potential of the atmosphere to disperse airborne pollutants (see British
Columbia ventilation measures: www.env.gov .be.ca/epd/epdpa/venting/venting.html).
Consider needs for suitable ventilation requirements (wind speeds - sec. 5.2) in order to
avoid creating an adverse effect on air quality, especially near residential areas or
sensitive receptors (e.g., schools, hospitals, places of worship).'

• Rain, fog or snow - While burning with snow on the ground or after a rain event may be
safer from a fire safety perspective, it has to be balanced with the concern that materials may
be damp and burn inefficiently and could smoulder excessively, creating a potential for

1

Limitations in current weather models may lead to overly conservative forecasts of the ventilation. Reliance on these as an
absolute condition for burning may unintentionally prohibit any burning for extended periods during the fall and 'vYinter.
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nuisance smoke. The presence of fog is also an indicator of poor venting conditions, and
burning under these conditions may lead to nuisance smoke.
•

Wind speed - Winds increase atmospheric mixing, thus contributing to better dispersion of
the smoke from pile bums and lower risk of compromised air quality. However high wind
speeds also increase the risk of fires spreading or burning out of control. The ideal wind
speed for open-air burning will depend on the type of bum and the prevailing fire hazard. In
general, light winds below approximately 10 kilometres per hour (km/hr) could be safer for a
particular prescribed bum. For pile bums with surrounding snow cover, winds above 10
km/hr could be the favourable wind speed for proper ventilation, with a low fire hazard.
Wind speed and direction may change rapidly and should be monitored closely with any
burning:

•

High winds - can blow live sparks several hundred metres downwind and are a fire hazard.
Some jurisdictions ask that fires be extinguished when wind speeds exceed set limits (e.g., 25
kilometres per hour or higher).

•

Low winds - can affect ventilation and some jurisdictions do not allow some types of openair burning when wind speeds are too low and do not allow for adequate ventilation.

•

Wind Direction - the prevailing wind during the bum should be away, to the extent
possible, from any receptors (e.g., residences, schools, hospitals, places of worship etc.)
likely to be affected by the smoke. Planning the bum around predicted wind direction is also
essential to ensuring that fire containment and safety is maintained and should be a primary
consideration.

•

Drought or dry weather conditions - increase the risk of a bum escaping containment and
becoming a wildfire.

•

Temperature and relative humidity - these can rapidly affect the drying rates on
vegetative fuels, especially grasses. For example, depending on type of burning and local
area conditions, open-air burning should not be conducted by untrained individuals when the
relative humidity falls below 25 percent or when temperatures rises over 25°C. The 'crossover' rule is when relative humidity percentage is equal to or dips below the temperature and
is an indicator of the highest fire risk period during the diurnal temperature cycle.
Those planning open-air bums should know the current fire conditions or restrictions such as
fire bans in their area by checking with local forest and fire management agencies including
any roadside signage.

5.3 Time of Day
•

Jurisdictions should consider 'time of day' requirements for burning in consideration of
the potential impact on both air quality and fire safety. Meteorological conditions can
change during the day or night and can potentially result in two problems; fire escape or
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adverse air quality conditions. Establishing time of day requirements should consider the
type of bum, potential air quality impacts and fire hazards. The following should be
considered:
Night-Time Burning
o The peak burning time usually follows the diurnal cycle; in terms of safety it is better to
light some types of fires in the evening (e.g., prescribed agricultural fires), not in the
morning, as the chance of a fire escaping increases after the morning hours and
throughout the day as the temperature rises and the relative humidity drops.
o During periods of drought or dry weather conditions the only option may be to bum
after certain time periods (e.g., ignite the fire no sooner than 2 hours before sunset
and extinguish it no later than 2 hours after sunrise).
o Night-time bum practices should consider needs for safety, smoke dispersion and air
quality protection when occurring in or near highly populated areas or roadways.
Day-Time Burning
o In terms of air quality management, day-time burning can be better for smoke dispersion
under rising wind conditions, thereby minimizing air quality deterioration.
o These conditions however may result in a higher risk of fires escaping with negative
consequences (especially when burning occurs in the early-mid part of the day). Daytime open-air burning may therefore be discouraged or prohibited by jurisdictions unless
this type of burning can be conducted safely, under low fire hazard conditions and with
good ventilation.
o Multi-day bums in smaller amounts should be considered if burning cannot be safely
completed due to changing meteorological conditions or due to air quality
considerations. Note, during summer drying periods, fire hazard conditions will become
cumulative so multi-day bums may not be an option with a rising hazard.
•

Time of day considerations may all be affected by seasonal conditions, especially in northern
territories where longer sunny days in the summer can drastically affect the local weather and
fire environments.

5.4

Time of Year

Seasonal changes can affect the moisture content of vegetation and hence the smoke and fire
conditions during open-air burning. In general, the spring poses the most fire danger risk, as the
surrounding ground cover vegetation is cured, dead and dried from the winter. As temperatures
rise, before grass green-up and tree leaves flush, the vegetation is lowest in moisture content and
is more volatile and unpredictable in fire behaviour. Extended periods of drying or drought in the
summer or fall can also mimic the spring wildfire risk conditions.
New York State, for example, has implemented a state-wide ban on open-air burning between
March 15 and May 15 of each year. Numerous wildfires have been shown to be caused by openair burning of debris during that period (see: http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/585 l 9.html).
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In addition, restrictions on prescribed burning should also be considered within or near sensitive
wildlife habitats, especially during the spring breeding season (see Section 5.12- Sensitive
Receptors).

5.5 Current or Forecast Episodes of Poor Air Quality
Open-air burning activities should not be undertaken during periods when a local or regional air
quality advisory has been issued. In addition, burning should not take place during a fog event
since smog (smoke plus fog) tends to form and stagnate below the heavier layer of water vapour
preventing it from dispersing. Local governments are advised to designate a burn restriction such
as a No-Burn Day in the event of an air quality advisory, if a fire ban (see below) has not been
designated. No-Burn Days may take two approaches:
•

Voluntary No-Burn Days - guidelines or programs requesting that the public voluntarily
refrain from conducting open-air burning during periods of poor air quality.

•

Mandatory No-Burn Days - model by-law or regulation elements that prohibit open-air
burning during periods of poor air quality are illustrated in Appendix 1. Appendix 4
illustrates a model fire permit and the conditions under which a permit may be suspended
due to poor air quality.

Fire Bans and Restrictions - Provincial or municipal fire bans and restrictions are also effective
tools for curtailing and managing burning for public safety reasons during periods of drought or
fire hazard. Jurisdictions may need to decide how fire bans or restrictions would work with NoBurn Days if using both tools or applying them in different seasons and conditions

5.6 Preparation and Transportation

of Materials to be Burned

Wet or dirt-covered materials will smoulder and create more smoke. Fuel preparation methods
should be used to minimize dirt and other non-combustibles being placed in the fire, and to
control the moisture content of the material as much as it is practical. Fuel moisture has the
biggest influence on combustion efficiency and the amount of smoke generated. If the purpose of
the burning is to prevent the spread of pests or disease, the fuel materials may be required to
remain on the site or property where the burning will take place. Burn materials should not be
transported to or from another site unless necessary. Occasionally it may be desirable to move
the debris a short distance to ensure adequate setbacks from the burning to adjoining residences
or businesses. Wood needed as fuel for cooking or warmth at a campsite may be moved but only
if transportation restrictions are not in place.
Prior to the bum, selected vegetative debris should be:
•
•

free of excessive dirt, soil and moisture
arranged or loosely stacked in such a manner as to promote drying
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•

covered (when practicable) to protect the material from moisture in any form, including
precipitation or dew.

Some jurisdictions have indicated that green or freshly cut debris should be thoroughly dried for
at least I0 days prior to the burn. Other jurisdictions have indicated that prunings and small
branches should be allowed to dry for three weeks while large branches/stumps should be dried
for six weeks or longer, depending on moisture content and the type of wood. A small test fire
can determine the dryness of a material, how well the material burns and where the smoke is
going. In general, setting a specific drying period across all dead and live vegetation types is not
effective or an easy metric to administer as materials can be in drought conditions already or
there may be other reasons such as insect and disease control.

5.7 Choice and Preparation of Site
A properly chosen and prepared site will help create a safe environment for an open-air burn and
will reduce the risk of fire escape or creating secondary fires.
An ideal site:
• has been located away from overhead branches and wires
• is located away from or downwind from sensitive receptors (e.g., schools, hospitals,
places of worship)
• has been inspected to ensure there are no petroleum or gas pipelines on or near the burn
site in order to avoid explosion hazards
• has a fire break. Some jurisdictions regulate breaks depending on the type or size of burn.
For even small piles of yard debris, many jurisdictions advocate scraping away burnable
materials on the ground (down to the mineral level) several feet around the pile of debris
to be burned. This ensures a sufficient area to prevent spreading of the fire when
materials are blown or roll off the burning pile. The diameter of this fire break will vary
depending upon the size of the pile of debris to be burned (e.g., small fires usually need a
break of at least 2 metres in diameter, depending on area conditions)
• has "wet" areas outside the firebreak, prepared by soaking with water.

5.8 Fire Suppression Equipment and Recommendations
Fire suppression equipment and personnel requirements as specified in provincial fire regulations
and local fire protection bylaws must be present at all times during any type of urban or
residential open open-air burning setting. Basic equipment could include:
• garden hose
• buckets of water
• bucket of dirt or sand
• shovel and rake.
Depending on the amount or area of material being burned, additional fire suppression tools and
recommendations may be required, for instance:
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•
•
•
•

•
•

•

small confined fires for wood waste - one adult, one garden hose or bucket of water
present at all times
confined grass fires' - at least two adults, buckets of water as well as garden hose or
portable high capacity fire hose and pump, hand tools such as a shovel and rake
confined brush fires' - at least two adults, garden hose or portable high capacity fire hose
and pump, buckets of water and a few hand tools such as shovel and rake
Large scale brush, grass or debris pile burning'- multiple adults, heavy equipment such as
bulldozers or backhoes, large scale portable water sources such as water tenders (trucks),
and multiple high volume water pumps and hose
small confined fires for wood waste - one adult, one garden hose or bucket of water
present at all times
large confined grass fires' - at least two adults, brooms or other appropriate items to
suffocate a fire, buckets of water as well as garden hose or portable high capacity fire
hose and pump
large confined brush fires' - at least two adults, garden hose or portable high capacity fire
hose and pump, buckets of water and a few hand tools such as shovel and rake.

Before vacating the site, the fire should be completely extinguished to ensure smouldering of
material does not occur. A buried fire is not considered extinguished. Soaking the material with
water is the best method. Ashes should be cold prior to leaving the site. Large scale burn
programs should also consider infrared scanning post bum.

5.9 Supervision of Open-Air Burns
All open-air bums must be supervised by a responsible adult and be controlled at all times.

5.10 Size of Debris Piles
The size of debris piles can be regulated by jurisdictions, but often can be difficult to administer
effectively and consistently. Setting debris pile limits are more important in highly populated
areas. The size ofpile(s) may be less relevant than the ability to manage the fire (e.g., a private
resident in an urban municipality is much different than a large scale industrial agricultural or
forestry operation).
The size of the debris pile will affect the time required to achieve complete reduction of the
debris, and also affects safety issues associated with managing an open-air bum.

8

Fire supervlsors should check with their local provincial or municipal authority to ensure that up-to-date safety and technical
information including regulations and by-laws are reviewed when planning to conduct a grass or brush bum. In general, the
magnitude of fire protection equipment and the number of support workers may need to increase in proportional to the size of the
bum area.
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Open-air bums should be completed and extinguished within the requirements specified by the
jurisdiction. If the size of the debris pile was managed properly all of the materials will have
been fully combusted.
When burning vegetative matter at a private residence, if allowed, the size of the debris pile is
typically restricted. Some common size restrictions include:
• 3 metres by 3 metres by 3 metres
• less than 3 metres in diameter and less than 2 metres in height, or
• 0.7 cubic metres of material, unless otherwise specified by the jurisdiction.
When burning vegetative matter or woody debris at a larger scale, e.g., for industrial agriculture
or forestry operations, the size of the debris pile is typically not regulated, and is less important
than maintaining or building appropriate firebreaks and fire suppression equipment and
manpower on site.
Bum piles should be formed with proper land clearing techniques so that soil is not mixed in
with bum material.

5.11 Smouldering
Smouldering (i.e., combustion with no flame) should be minimized or not be allowed for most
burning in residential areas due to the smoke it typically creates. For larger scale industrial bums,
prescribed agricultural or ecological fires, smouldering is often unavoidable but can be
minimized with effective planning and actively managing the burning.

5.12 Sensitive Receptors
A sensitive receptor is a specific site where a local human population or wildlife habitat may
have a greater susceptibility to health effects or environmental impacts due to exposure to an air
contaminant.
Land uses (sensitive sites) where sensitive receptors are typically located may include: a health
care facility, senior citizens' residence or long-term care facility, child care facility, educational
facility, designated environmentally sensitive areas especially where species at risk may be
negatively affected and any other site specified by the jurisdiction as a site where discharges of
smoke may cause a risk to human health.
Sensitive receptors in proximity to open-air burning sites are of particular concern to the public.
Communities should therefore have regard for the need to evaluate and designate potential
sensitive receptors prior to selecting an open bum site and operating times of day and year.
Appendix I, Part 2, Section 10 provides a sample of by-law or regulatory elements that considers
additional protection for these receptors by requiring increased setback distances from large
open-air burning operations.
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Additional

Resources:

Canadian Wildland Fire Information System (CWFIS): creates daily fire weather and fire behaviour maps yearround and hot spot maps throughout the forest fire season, generally between May and September,
see: http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/home

http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca./background/summarv/fdr
South Coast Air Quality Management District -Air Quality Issues Regarding Land Use, Orange County,

California: http://w,,,,vw.agmd.gov/docs/default-source/planning/air-qualitv-guidance/chapter-2---air-qualitv-issuesregarding-land-use.pdf?sfvrsn-2
Alberta Wildfire Prevention and Enforcement:
http:/Iwi1dfire .alberta. ca/ wiIdfire-prevention-enforcement/ default.aspx

6.0

DIRECTIONS FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF OPEN-AIR BURNING

The information provided in this section helps inform best practices that are unique to specific
types of sites including residential and other urban areas, Aboriginal communities, agricultural
and forested lands, and landfill sites. These practices should be considered and implemented in
conjunction with the General Directions for Open-Air Burning (Section 5) and in context to
Appendix I.
Burning practices including setback distances between open-air burning and occupied building
or combustibles cited in this Guidance Document are based on the Review of Municipal,
Provincial, Territorial and Federal Policies for Open-Air Burning in Selected Canadian and
International Jurisdictions, 2016 (www.ccme.ca).

6.1 Residential and Recreational Outdoor Fireplaces
Residential and recreational fireplaces in this Guidance Document are described as either small
confined fires (campfires and ornamental fireplaces such as chimeneas) or large confined fires
(bonfires and bum barrels) depending on their application (see Appendix I - Part 2, Sections 5
and 6). In both cases community population density can be a deciding factor in determining
where these types of fireplaces may be operated or how many fire permits are allocated.
Small confined fires (restricted to less than one metre in diameter requiring setbacks of 15 metres
or more from nearby neighbours) for cooking, warmth or burning of small amounts of brush or
wood waste outside of urban areas, if allowed, must not cause any nuisance. Local air quality
problems or complaints in urban areas wherever heavy recreational burning occurs, including
ornamental fireplaces, has suggested that jurisdictions may need to consider restricting their
operations in order to reduce potential health risks and prevent fire from spreading (see
Appendix I - Part 4). Large confined fires (bonfire or bum piles restricted to less than two metres
in height) would be applicable only in rural areas where the risk of population exposure is low,
and where setbacks from nearby neighbours would need to be at least 30 metres or more.
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6.2 Aboriginal Communities
Communities considering enacting programs based on the information in this Guidance
Document may find it helpful to contact their provincial or territorial government and adjacent
local municipalities for a discussion of local open-air burning issues and the potential to take
collaborative actions. Strong provincial, territorial or municipal relations with communities can
assist in meeting a range of objectives, including collaboration on service delivery to achieve
open-air burning best practices.
In addition, notification of an air quality advisory, fire bans, or other requests for open-air
burning curtailment are some actions that jurisdictions may want to consider as part of any
outreach program for all communities, including Aboriginal ones. One of the issues for northern
Aboriginal communities is poor air quality from forest fires in the summer. Often there are
voluntary or mandatory evacuations for residents who are at high risk to health issues due to air
quality. Communities and governments can continue to work together to pre-plan for
emergencies and pre-identify high risk individuals and work with local health, public safety and
community agencies to better co-ordinate ways to mitigate risk and respond to community needs
in a timely manner.
Open-air burning, air quality and waste management concerns are not unique to urban
communities; rural and northern communities can also be impacted by these issues and can
require evacuation or additional supports during periods of poor air quality. Many communities,
municipalities, and provincial and territorial governments are working together to provide better
education and outreach to improve open-burning practices and mitigate health risks.
Additional

resources:

Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada - emergency management resources:
https://www.aadnc-aandc.oc.caleng/ 1309369889599/1309369935837
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada - environmental management resources:
https://www.aadnc-aandc.ge.caleng/l l 00 I00034649/l l 00 I00034653
First Nations Wildfire Evacuation Partnership - exploring the impact of evacuations due to wildfires (and related
smoke and health issues):
http://www.eas.ualberta.caiawe
First Nations Emergency Services Society of British Columbia:
http://www.fness.bc.caJ
Aboriginal Firefighters Association of Canada:
http://www.afac-acpi.ca/

6.3 Landfill
All materials to be received at a landfill site where open-air burning of wood waste is allowed
should be separated into waste stream types (e.g., clean wood, other wood products, metals,
drywall, glass, hazardous materials, brush and limbs). This practice will enable jurisdictions to
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assess quantities of materials for reuse and help to avoid accidental combustion of prohibited
materials (i.e., waste other than wood waste). The following are landfill bum permit
requirements found in some North American jurisdictions:
6.3.1 General Requirements
Materials generally prohibited from burning at a landfill include:
• waste (other than clean wood) from residential, commercial, construction/demolition,
agricultural or industrial establishments listed in Appendix 2
• waste materials having practical use for recycling operations including energy recovery
facilities
• leaves and grass clippings.
Materials generally permitted for burning at a landfill include:
• wood waste such as brush, tree trunks, tree limbs and untreated waste lumber.
6.3.2 Frequency and quantity of materials bumed in landfills
•

Consider limiting landfill burning of wood waste to a few instances per year (e.g., brush
burning days). Landfill operators may be encouraged to set caps on quantities burned
thereby encouraging alternatives to burning.

•

Consider setting up a mulching system or program that allows residents to bring clean
woody debris or waste to the land fill or consider a portable system as a part of municipal
services or spring clean-up programs.

6.3.3 Preparation of bum area
•

Consider requiring landfills to use air curtain incinerators to conduct their open landfill
burning of wood waste.

•

Ensure landfills that are permitted to bum have appropriate firebreaks and setbacks with
vegetation cleared away down to mineral soil.

6.3.4 Fire control and security
•

•

•

Landfill operators or municipal officers should maintain a landfill area watch during
periods of drought or high forest fire hazards if the landfill is subject to fire. Owners and
operators of private landfills should do the same.
Remove combustible materials in the vicinity of the landfill to minimize the likelihood of
unintended fires. Some jurisdictions have required that all grass, weeds, brush and debris
and other inflammable material be removed for a distance of 30 metres in all directions.
In some instances, depending on the site landscape, a strip 3 metres wide has to be
cleared to mineral soil on all sides of the landfill. Live trees need not be removed, except
that green branches of conifers and dead branches of all trees should be pruned to a
height of 3 metres above the ground. Dead trees should be removed.
Land where open-air burning is to take place should not be filled or covered so as to
present underground fire hazards due to the presence of methane gas.
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•

Landfills that are conducting open-air bums of wood waste should also ensure that the
landfill site is fenced and access is controlled and supervised at all times.

Additional

Resources:

Landfill Standards: A Guideline on the Regulatory and Approval Requirements for New or Expanding
Landfilling Sites (February, 2014) -published by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate

Change:

hrtp://www.ontario.calenvironment-and-energy/landfill-standards-guideline-regulatorv-and-approval-

reguirements-new-or

6.4 Air Curtain Incinerators
Air Curtain Incinerators (ACI) should only be operated for the combustion of clean wood waste
in some agricultural or forest debris management operations.
AC! operations improve open-air burning combustion efficiency and reduce emissions by
introducing high velocity air into a combustion container. As the air continuously flows in and
over the fire, a "curtain" is created around the fire thus trapping and recirculating smoke and
particulate matter. Constant airflow into and over the combustion environment allows
temperatures to remain high, resulting in relatively complete combustion of all emission
products.
Municipalities and operators of AC!s should consult provincial or territorial governments to
determine if ACis are permitted for use, and the applicable design and operating conditions or
permits that may be required.
6.4. 1 A Cl Direction
Important policy requirements for the safe operation of an ACI unit are referenced in Appendix 1
- Part 2, Section 9. The following guidelines may also apply:
• Air curtain incinerators should meet manufacturer's specifications for operation and
upkeep to ensure high burning efficiency. Manufacturers' specifications should be kept
on site.
• Approval for use of an air curtain incinerator at one site may be granted for a specified
period (e.g., 3 months), but may be extended for additional limited periods upon further
approval by the relevant government agency. Written approval should be received before
re-locating the enhanced burner either within the approved bum site or to a different bum
site.
•

It is recommended material should be burned in the incinerator during daylight hours for
better venting and air quality reasons. Additional material should not be added to the
incinerator if that material could continue to bum after daylight hours. The fan or
incinerator may be operated beyond these hours, but only while the facility is attended
and if proper venting conditions exist.
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•

Opacity testing for visible emissions or smoke density has been used in some
jurisdictions as a measure to ensure that open-air burning is conducted efficiently thereby
minimizing particulate matter levels. For example, visible emissions should not exceed
an opacity measurement of20 percent during operations or 35 percent during start-up (for
30 minutes). Jurisdictions interested in implementing an opacity requirement for open-air
burning sources may find additional resources at the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's website http://www.epa.gov/ttnemc O l/methods/method9 .html.

• Ash should not be allowed to build up in the pit to a depth higher than one-third of the
depth of the pit or to the point where the ash begins to impede combustion, whichever
occurs first. Water should be applied to the ash prior to its removal to prevent the ash
from becoming airborne.
•

Ash resulting from ACI operations should be managed in accordance with the local or
provincial government legislation or guidelines. Ash resulting from the burning of wood
waste or vegetative debris that has been tested and demonstrated to be leachate toxic must
be disposed of at facilities approved to receive hazardous waste materials.

Additional

Resources:

U.S. Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources and Emission Guidelines for Existing Sources:
Commercial and Industrial Solid Waste Incineration Units: https:/lwww.federalregister.govlarticlesi2000il2101/00-

29875/standards-of-performance-for-new-stationarv-sources-and-emission-guidelines-for-existing-sources#
Guide to the Code of Practice for Small Incinerators (Alberta): htto:l/environment.gov.ab.ca/infollibrarv/8782.pdf
Air Curtain Incinerator- General Operating Permit (Texas):

http:/ /\vww. tceq.texas. gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Title

V/General/5 t 8terms.pdf

Principles and operation of air curtain incinerators can be found at: www.airburners.com/principle.html
Texas Commission of Environmental Quality Air Permits By Rule (PBR) Checklist Title 30 Texas Administrative
Code 106.496 Air Curtain
Incinerators: http:'/www.tceg.texas.gov/assets/publiclpermittin!l/air/formsiPermitsByRule/Checklistsll
0536.pdf
North Carolina Division of Air Quality Regulation 15A NCAC 020.1904 Air Curtain
Burners: http://dag.state.nc. us/rules/rulesiD 1904.pdf

6.5 Waste Management Planning
Some northern and/or remote communities may have limited options for cost-effective and
environmentally sound waste management. Waste management activities in these regions should
also help to avoid potentially dangerous interactions between humans and wildlife. In all cases,
reduction and diversion should be the primary waste management objectives, prior to
considering any disposal option. In some cases, incineration may be an appropriate option for
waste other than wood waste. For guidance on incineration of waste other than wood waste,
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readers should consult Environment Canada's 2010 publication entitled Technical Document for
Batch Waste Incineration'
Some communities in these situations have developed innovative waste management solutions
thereby preventing or reducing emissions of hazardous air pollutants and greenhouse gases into
the atmosphere. Solutions include adoption of practices that integrate waste management with
opportunities for waste energy recovery.
Additional

Resources:

Sharing the Story - Aboriginal and Northern Energy Experiences - Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy: http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/l lOO100034302/11001000344l8#chp18
Community Energy Planning: A Resource Guide for Remote Communities in
Canada: http://www.thesolarvillage.co1n/ener2yplan/CEPo/020Remote.pdf
Confederation of European Waste-to-Energy Plants (CEWEP): http://www.cewep.eu
Assessment of Solid Waste Practices for BC First Nations Remote Coastal
Communities: http://www.swananorthemlights.org/banft20 IO/proceedings/ Assessment of solid waste practices.pd

f

7.0

PRESCRIBED BURNING

Terms presented in section 7.0 are for scoping purposes only as prescribed burning can carry
significant risk and impacts, can be technically complex and should only be completed by highly
trained professionals. Jurisdictions and practitioners of prescribed burning operations should be
familiar with appropriate legislation, regulations, policies, and standard operating procedures.
Additional

Resources:

National Fire Protection Association: NFPA 295: Standard for Wildfire Control- example ofone standard used by
some agencies in the US:
http://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/document-information-pages?mode-code&code-:295
British Columbia
http://bcwildfire.ca/preventi on/PrescribedF ire/

7.1 Burn Permits, Burn Plans and Notifications
Agricultural, forestry and habitat open-air burning may be subject to local fire bans during times
of high fire hazard or poor air quality. Farm and forestry operators should consider air quality
advisories, local air conditions and potential nuisances when deciding whether or not to conduct
a bum to enhance soils and forests.

9

Environment Canada. 2010. Technical Document for Batch Waste
mwldefault.asp?lanq=En&n=F53EOE13-1. 2013-10-28.
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Prescribed burning should be implemented in conjunction with Part 3 of Appendix 1. The
following are prescribed bum requirements found in some North American jurisdictions:
•

Agricultural and forestry open-air burning may require a permit and/or a bum plan
(though this has not been the case for all jurisdictions).

•

Individuals conducting a prescribed bum are encouraged to contact the relevant local
authorities prior to the bum. These authorities could include the local agency in charge of
forest management, local fire officials, the local air quality authority, those in charge of
local traffic control (if the bum may cause smoke to pass over a roadway) or local airport
authorities (if the bum may cause smoke to pass over an airfield).

•

For larger open-air bums or burns located close to populated areas permit holders are
encouraged to provide prior notice of the date and location of the bum to all households
up to 25 kilometres (depending on bum size and duration) of the bum. Effective
notification will prevent an unnecessary emergency response to smoke plumes.

•

Non-agricultural matter should be removed from open-air bums of ditch banks and levees
prior to the bum.

•

The permit application may include, where feasible, maps of the areas to be burned,
direction of prevailing winds, location of residential, institutional, commercial and public
establishments or other sensitive receptors.

•

Permits and/or plans should specify, where feasible, safety and contingency plans
including:
(a) contact information for:
o area emergency responders
o the property owner
o the agency/contractor conducting the bum
(b) actions planned to minimize emissions during and after the fire.

•

The permit application could require a rationale as to why alternatives to open-air
burning cannot be implemented.

•

For larger scale open-air bums of vegetative material, some jurisdictions have required
the fire operator to have reviewed fire safety and smoke management educational
material or completed a smoke management training program prior to initiating a planned
bum project.

•

Some jurisdictions allow only one open-air burn per premise per calendar year for land
clearing or right-of-way maintenance.
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7.2 Allowable Burn Area
Some jurisdictions may limit the burn area based on size of land, while others focus more on the
ability of the applicant to manage the bum safely, such as having appropriate amount of fire
equipment and manpower on site. It is important to plan a project considering how quickly and
safely it can be completed so as to minimize safety risks and environmental impacts.
Some examples of bum area or pile restrictions include:
• 18 metres by 18 metres in size within a 3 hectare area at one time.
• no more than two piles that are 9 metres by 9 metres in size may be burned within a 2.5
hectare area at one time.
• 28 cubic metres of pile volume per day.
For smaller scale residential burning - In determining daily bum area and daily bum pile volume,
areas or piles within 90 metres of each other could be considered a single bum if the burning
occurs on the same day and on property owned by the same person.
For larger scale industrial, agricultural or forestry based burning - allowable bum area is not as
much of a factor as the ability to control and safely manage the bum in an effective manner.

7.3 Preparation of Area
•

Fuel-moisture and effective fuel-air mixing influence combustion efficiency and the
amount of smoke generated. Dry fuel should be used when possible. Otherwise, material
moisture must be boiled off before the fire is hot enough to bum efficiently. Because of
its high moisture content, green vegetation smokes more and bums cooler. Loosely
stacked material smokes less because the flame is exposed to more air. Conversely, dirt
holds additional moisture and keeps air away from the fuel causing it to smoulder,
thereby generating additional smoke and making it difficult to extinguish.

• Test fires can determine how well the material burns and where the smoke is going. If the
test bum indicates that the fuel is too damp, the smoke is not lifting or is blowing towards
a sensitive area such a school, hospital, nursing home, airport, or recreational area, then
the bum should be delayed.
• A buffer zone of at least 800 metres from any airport, hospital, nursing home, school,
major highway, national park, wildlife area, or other sensitive receptors may be needed.
•

Salvageable materials and any non-wood waste should be removed from open-air bum
sites prior to the burn.

•

Combustible materials should be removed from along fence lines to prevent accidental
burning.
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•

Farm operators should not burn refuse plastics (e.g., bale twine or mesh) that could
contribute to air, soil and crop contamination. Dioxin contaminants from the burning of
agricultural plastics entering crops and animal feed can bio-accumulate in the fat of farm
animals and be subsequently consumed by people.

7.4 Fire Breaks
•

A fire break around proposed crop burning can be constructed by mowing, tilling and
turning over soil around the entire proposed bum area. Wetting the fire break area with
water or pre-burning a guard under safer conditions should also be considered where
there is a risk of fire spreading.

•

Other considerations for fuel breaks include keeping these breaks well away from steep
slopes, ravines and coulees. Keep the fuel break as straight as possible and avoid sharp
corners or right angle turns. Placement of fuel breaks in this manner will allow good
access around the entire perimeter of the fire for control purposes, as well as avoid any
heavy fuel pockets which could cause spot fires or a high intensity section of the fire
from breaching the fuel break.

7.5 Ignition Techniques
Ignition techniques are highly complex and technical in nature and adjust based on specific burn
objectives and site conditions. In general ignition techniques can influence the amount of smoke
produced. For example if burning a field, lighting the fire at the downwind edge, also known as
backfiring, while may be safer, it may take longer to burn and produce more smoke for a longer
period of time. Often backfires force the fire to creep into the wind allowing greater fire control
and more complete combustion, which should be safer and take longer, but it may be difficult to
quantify if it produces more or less smoke.
Additional

information/resources:

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Prescribed Burn Toolbox: https:/lwww.ontario.ca/environment-and
energy/controlled-bum
Saskatchewan (SK) pamphlet regarding open-air burning of plastic bags. SK is planning to set up a recycling
program to ensure proper disposal of all these
bags: http:/ /wv..'W. sask wastereducti on. ca/recyc le/resources/agricultural-plastics/
BC Ministry of Agriculture air quality factsheets and
publications: http://www.aof.gov.bc.ca/resmgmtl AirQualitylAirQualitv Puhlications.htm
State of Washington, Department of Ecology, Agricultural Burning Permit Applications:
http://www.ecv.wa.gov/programs/air/aginfo/agbumpermitpage.htm
Connecticut Online Open-Air Burning Training
Program: http://www.ct.gov f deep/cwplview.asp'?a=2684&g=5280 IO&deepNav GID= 1619
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California Air Resources Board Course #375 - Smoke Management Training
Program: https :II ssl.arb. ca. gov/training/ courses. php? course= 375

7.6 Prescribed Burning in Woodlands - Additional Provisions
Prescribed burning of woodlands is used for a variety ofreasons:
• to reduce forest fuels and minimize the effect of wildfires
• to control undesirable growth of specific tree species (e.g., hardwoods)
• to control disease (e.g., mountain and pine beetle infestations, among other tree diseases).
• to prepare forest land for planting or seeding
• to create a favourable habitat for certain species
• to remove dead vegetation for the maintenance of railroad, highway and public utility
right-of-way
• to improve forest health
• to restore fire-dependent forest ecosystems and
• to integrate with other control methods for use in eradication of non-native invasive
plants.

7.6.1 Timeof Day
•

Prescribed bums in woodlands are often highly complex because of the complexity of the
fire and weather environments, the site and even the bum objectives. It is generally
suggested to begin later in the day after the wind has subsided and the diurnal
temperatures are on the downward part of the curve to reduce the risk of escape. Some
jurisdictions have indicated that prescribed bums can only be conducted in certain time
periods e.g., after 5:00 p.m. and before 9:00 a.m., with the only exceptions being ifthere
is a steady rain or the ground is completely covered in snow.

•

Burning in the evening is often safer as a generality, but weather is just as important in
that a warm front or wind event can still occur in the evening. Time of year and latitude
may also affect the bum as longer days may mean fire behaviour is the highest in the later
evenings. Smoke dispersion considerations may also be poorer in the evenings, so an
earlier ignition may at times be more prudent.

•

Burning is often prohibited and permits are often cancelled if the fire index is in the
extreme category or if a burning ban has been declared by provincial/territorial or local
officials.

7.6.2 Supervision
All bums should be supervised. Depending on the complexity, there needs to be trained and
capable supervision. Most prescribed burning is highly complex; as such residents and even
industrial users and government agencies should seek out external mentorship from other
organizations or agencies if expertise does not exist within.
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7.6.3 Emission Reduction Techniques
7.6.3.I Increase moisture content
When significant amounts of fuel (different types of vegetation and wood litter) are high in
moisture they may not burn even when other fuels in the burn area are undergoing combustion.
Consider:
•

Ensuring only targeted fuels are 'dry' enough to burn and that non-target fuels (types of
vegetation in a target area that you do not want to burn) have high moisture content. This
will help prevent ignition and smouldering of non-target fuels.

•

Mass ignition/shortened fire duration/aerial ignition. Efficient ignition practices are
important. Mass ignition can occur through a combination of dry fine-fuels (which
light/bum quickly and easily) and a rapid ignition strategy, such as using a helitorch or a
combination of other tools and strategies to achieve a rapid/hot burn.

•

Depending on objectives, a burn manager disposing of timber harvest debris may want to
consider avoiding burning before large fuels cure. Living trees contain very high internal
fuel moistures, which take a number of months to dry after harvest. If an area is burned
within 3-4 drying months of timber harvest, many of the large fuels will still contain a
significant amount of live fuel moisture.

•

Burn before precipitation. Scheduling a prescribed fire before a precipitation event will
improve the ability to extinguish the burn in a timely manner and is a risk management
consideration in case of fire escaping containment. This practice will reduce the potential
for a long smouldering period and reduce the average emission factor.

7.6.3.2 Create an efficient burn
•

Bum-fuels in piles or windrows. Keeping piles dry and free of dirt and other debris
generates greater heat thereby promoting an efficient burn. Piles or windrows can be
made mechanically or by hand.

•

Burn under dry conditions to increase efficiency. Be aware that dry conditions can have a
higher risk of fire escape.

•

Burn more frequently at low intensity. Can be easier to manage from a fire safety
perspective and provide more flexibility to better manage air emissions concerns.

•

Bum in early spring. In areas with ground cover such as grass and/or an herbaceous fuel
bed, bums should be conducted before these combustibles have greened-up for the year.
This will reduce the amount of emissions produced.

•

Burn in autumn. Larger bum projects should be conducted in autumn when trees have
dropped their leaves and pending snow or rain conditions can help reduce fire hazards
and extinguish the bum.
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•

Extinguish fires rapidly. This can reduce emissions from smouldering.

Additional

Resources:

National Fire Protection Association: NFPA 295: Standard for Wildfire Control: http://www.nfoa.org/codes-andstandards/document-information-pages?mode=code&code=295
Nebraska Forest Service, Forestry Best Management Practices for
Nebraska: http://nfs.unl.edu/documents/ruralforestrv/Forestry%20BMPs%20for%20Nebraska.pdf
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APPENDIX 1: MODEL BY-LAW OR REGULATION
OPEN-AIR BURNING

ELEMENTS FOR

Preamble
The following model by-law [regulation] was developed to provide a working template for
jurisdictions who wish to establish regulations, by-laws or programs for managing open-air
burning problems. Jurisdictions will need to modify the elements found in this air management
tool to align with their existing policies and authorities to regulate open-air burning activities and
related air management programs.
The model references some Alberta, British Columbia and Ontario policies to illustrate how the
elements can be adapted to fit a jurisdictional air zone management plan. This model was also
developed based on a review of open-air burning best practices implemented in all 13
Provinces/Territories in Canada, all 50 U.S. states and selected municipal jurisdictions in both
countries (www.ccme.ca). A range of standards from jurisdictions is provided to help set
benchmarks for governments looking to adopt these best practices.
Jurisdictions may want to seek public input in their regulatory and program development process
in order to ensure that they address local open-air burning issues. Jurisdictions may want to also
seek input or support from the appropriate provincial, territorial or federal bodies to address
open-air burning issues and by doing so will help ensure policy or program development is
aligned and does not conflict with any overlapping legislation or polices.
Disclaimer
Jurisdictions should obtain legal advice when drafting and developing their own regulations or
by-laws. Nothing in this Guidance Document or model by-law/regulation should be construed as
legal advice nor should any provisions contained herein be relied upon in lieu of obtaining legal
advice. The regulatory elements provided in this model by-law are only provided as guidance
and do not represent a comprehensive regulation or by-law. Jurisdictions are encouraged to
review this entire Guidance Document in order to identify other potential restrictions (not present
in the following model by-law) that could be added to their regulation or by-law. Jurisdictions
with existing regulations or by-laws that are more stringent than those listed in the model by-law
are encouraged to maintain those requirements.
Part 1: Definitions

1.1 Adverse Effect includes:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

impairment of the quality of the natural environment for any use that can be made of it
injury or damage to property or to plant or animal life
harm or material discomfort to any person
an adverse effect on the health of any person
impairment of the safety of any person
rendering any property or plant or animal life unfit for human use
loss of enjoyment of normal use of property
interference with the normal conduct of business
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(i)

nuisances including but not limited to excessive smoke, odour, dust, airborne sparks,
embers or reduced visibility on roadways, railways or airfields.

1.2 Air Curtain Incinerator means an open top box used to bum wood waste or similar debris
that incorporates an air flow over the top of the box to increase burning efficiency and
reduce the release of particulate matter and smoke.

1.3 Air Quality Advisory is a public health warning issued through the media by jurisdictions
during periods of deteriorated air quality due to smog. If standards for ozone or fine
particulate matter are exceeded an Air Quality Advisory (Alberta and British Columbia),
Smog Watch and Smog Advisory (Ontario), Air Quality and Health Advisory (Atlantic
Canada) or Smog Warning (Quebec) is issued. See 'Smog Advisory' definition often used
in-place of' Air Quality Advisory' by some jurisdictions.

1.4 Burn Barrel or Solid Waste Barrel Burner means a steel drum or barrel used for burning
wood waste. Bum barrels are typically 45 gallon (205 litre) steel drums. Other terms for
this practice are "backyard burning" or "open-air burning". Burning waste, other than wood
waste, in a bum barrel may potentially release hazardous contaminants. These fires are
inefficient and smoke stays close to the ground, which limits dispersion. Recent studies
have indicated that residential garbage burning, which is more prevalent in rural areas, is a
significant source of dioxins and furans".

1.5 Campfire means a fire designed for cooking or warmth that meets the following
conditions:
(a) the site of the fire is bare rock or other non-combustible material
(b) the space above the one metre area around the fire is at least three metres from
vegetation and
(c) the fire does not exceed one metre in height and one metre in diameter.

1.6 Chief Fire Official means the local municipal Chief Fire Official as defined in the [insert
name of Fire Code, by-law or regulation].

1.7 Clean Dry Wood means firewood and wood waste that has been allowed to dry. "Dry"
means moisture content less than 20 per cent.

1.8 Fire Regions are the areas of the province or territory described in the schedules to [insert
name of by-law or regulation].

1.9 Fire Season means the period from [insert dates e.g., 1'1 day of March through the 31" day
of October] as defined in the [insert name of Fire Code, by-law or regulation e.g., Forest
Fires Prevention Act].

10

Great Lakes Binational Toxics Strategy 2008 Strategy Report: Burn Barrel Sub-Group
http://www.epa.gov/greatlakes/bns/2008GLBTSUpdate
English.pdf
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1.10 Local Authority means the local municipality, municipal by-law enforcement officer,
provincial or territorial authority, enforcement officer, or a person designated by the local
authority to issue permits and authorizations for enforcement of Open-Air Burning or
Outdoor Fireplace Units.
1.11 Open Burning or Open-Air Burning means any fire or burning practice that is conducted
outside a building including but not limited to bonfires, fires in bum barrels, outdoor
recreational fireplaces, air curtain incinerators, but does not include the following:
(a) the operation of welding or similar equipment
(b) the operation ofa coal or wood-fired locomotive or boat
(c) a 'prescribed burning' operation that is part of a forestry or other land and resource
management process (see Part I, Section 1.14), if covered in local by-laws or
regulations
(d) an appliance which is fueled by natural gas, propane, charcoal, briquettes, including but
not limited to a manufactured or non-manufactured barbeque, fireplace or fire pit
(e) campfires for the purpose of essential cooking or warmth
(f) burning of materials for fire suppression training, testing of firefighting equipment or
law enforcement purposes.
1.12 Outdoor Fireplace Unit or Recreational Fireplace Unit means a: manufactured woodbuming appliance, site-built masonry fireplace, fire pit, chimenea, clay or metal fireplace,
portable wood-burning devices used for outdoor recreation or heating, or other enclosed
container used outdoors and not fuelled by natural gas or propane and designed to hold a
small fire, not exceeding one metre (3.2 feet) in any direction; but does not include pellet
fuelled barbeques or industrial 'wood-waste' combustors defined under [insert name of bylaw or regulation, if applicable].
1.13 Owner means the person who owns the property on which an Outdoor Fireplace Unit is
installed, or the person who owns the property on which Open-Air Burning is conducted or
the person responsible for conducting the Open-Air Burning.
1.14 Prescribed Burning is the deliberate, planned and knowledgeable application of fire by
authorized personnel and only in accordance with [insert name of regulation or guidelines]
to a specific land area to accomplish pre-determined forest management or other land and
resource management objectives.
1.15 Restricted Fire Zones are regions defined by [insert name of by-law, regulation e.g., 0.
Reg. 207196, where the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources retains the right to restrict
al/fires].
1.16 Sensitive Receptor may include a childcare facility, healthcare facility, a senior citizens'
residence, long-term care facility, educational facility, environmentally sensitive area, or
other place where smoke may have a greater risk to health or the environment.
1.17 Smog Advisory is a public health warning issued through the media by some jurisdictions
during periods of deteriorated air quality due to smog. In Ontario, for example, smog
advisories are issued to the public in advance when Air Quality Index (AQI) values are
expected to be greater than 49 due to elevated, widespread and persistent levels of ozone
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and/or fine particulate matter (particles less than 2.5 microns in diameter or PM 2.s). See
'Air Quality Advisory' definition used in-place of' smog advisory' by some jurisdiction.
1.18 Strike has the same meaning as in the [insert name of regulation,e.g., Ontario Labour

RelationsAct, 1995].
1.19 Urban Area is an area with a population of at least 1,000 and no fewer than 400 persons
per square kilometre, as defined by Statistics Canada.
1.20 Waste includes garbage or refuse materials from residential, commercial, agricultural,
industrial or institutional establishment.
1.21 Wood waste means, tree trunks, tree branches, brush, or wood products that do not
contain:
(a) chromated copper arsenate, ammoniacal copper arsenate, pentachlorophenol, creosote,
pesticides, or paint
(b) easily removable hardware, fittings and attachments, unless they are predominantly
wood or cellulose
(c) plywood or composite wood products containing varnish or glue
(d) an upholstered article
(e) an article to which a rigid surface treatment is affixed or adhered, unless the rigid
surface treatment is predominantly wood or cellulose.

Note: This definition enables burning of clean wood waste while treated and/or
contaminated wood waste would not be suitable for burning under this Guidance
Document.
Part 2: Open-Air Burning Requirements
Municipalities or provinces may choose to enact elements of this example for the development of
their by-laws or regulations.
Section 1: Purpose
This By-Law [regulation} is intended to promote public health, safety and protect the welfare of
the inhabitants of the municipality from air pollution, nuisances and fire hazards associated with
outdoor open-air burning.
Section 2: Applicability
This By-law [regulation] applies to all outdoor open-air burning within the municipality
[province/territory}except:
2.1

Grilling or cooking using charcoal, wood, wood pellets, propane or natural gas in cooking
or grilling appliances, including barbeques.
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2.2

Use of propane, acetylene, natural gas, gasoline or kerosene in a device intended for
heating, construction or maintenance activities.

2.3

Emergency safety/signaling flares or industrial flares used for the combustion of flammable
gases.

2.4

Structures that may be burned exclusively for fire suppression training, or testing of
firefighting equipment, provided that all asbestos materials have been removed from the
structure and the structure has been inspected by a licensed asbestos inspector.

2.5

Burning of materials for law enforcement activities as authorized by the local authority or
other law enforcement authority.

2.6

Forest or resource management operations on public, Crown or protected lands which are
regulated under provincial acts, regulations or other instruments including land
management agreements or prescribed burn manuals published by the jurisdiction.

2.7

Campfires in private campgrounds or provincial parks covered under provincial Acts and
regulations (e.g., Forest Fires Prevention Act).

2.8

Burning of explosive or dangerous material by police or other public safety organization
for which there is no other safe means of disposal.

2.9

Burning clean wood at solid waste disposal sites, if carried out in accordance with a permit
issued under provincial Acts and Regulations (e.g., Environmental Protection Act).

Section 3: General Prohibition of Open-Air Burning
3.1

Open-air burning is prohibited in [jurisdiction name] unless the burning is specifically
exempted in this by-law/regulation. Open-air burning shall be conducted in conformance
with the [by-law or legislation name - e.g., Forest Fires Prevention Act], where applicable.

3.2

No person conducting open-air burning shall create an adverse effect.

3.3

No combustible material shall be set fire to or burned out of doors without permission in
writing first being obtained from the Chief Fire Official or Local Authority in the [insert
name of municipality, province or territory], and then only subject to such terms and
conditions as are stated in the permission.

3.4

Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this by-law [regulation], if at any time in the
opinion of the Chief Fire Official or other Local Authority, it is necessary for the
prevention of fire spreading or nuisance, that any fire should be extinguished, the person
responsible for, or in charge of, or on whose property the fire is located, shall forthwith
extinguish the fire on notice of the Chief Fire Official or Local Authority to do so, or the
Chief Fire Official or Local Authority may take such steps as he/she deems necessary to
cause any such fire to be extinguished forthwith.
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3.5

No open-air burning shall be undertaken during periods when the [insert name of Local
Authority] has issued an Air Quality Advisory applicable to the area, and no burning shall
take place if it is foggy. [Note: municipalities are advised to designate a burn restriction in
the event of an air quality advisory. Add link here to any local Air Quality Advisory
notification systems that thejurisdiction may subscribe tofor public notices]

3.6

No open-air burning shall be undertaken during periods of dry conditions, pursuant to
Section 3.5, or when a local fire ban has been declared. Those open-air burning activities
that have already been permitted to occur on a designated No-Bum Day or fire ban, shall be
delayed until the No-Bum Day warning or ban has been lifted.

3.7

The Chief Fire Official or [insert name of Local Authority] may declare a bum restriction
such as a Fire Ban or No-Bum Day against outdoor burning when atmospheric conditions
or local circumstances make such fires hazardous, including the discharge of fireworks.
The public shall be notified that a bum restriction is in effect on local radio, television
stations and the [jurisdiction] website. Signs advertising the ban will be posted at the
[jurisdiction] offices, shopping centres and roadways within the [jurisdiction].

3.8

Open-air burning must not be started earlier than two hours before sunset, and extinguished
no later than two hours after sunrise the following day, or earlier, during the fire season.
[Note: Some municipalities with volunteer fire departments may want to require burning
during times of the day when firefighters are more likely to be available. Other
municipalities may limit burning to only daylight hours especially where needed for
landfill, agricultural or other prescribed burning operations (see Part 3). The municipality
may also limit the times of year when open-air burning is acceptable, such as months with
low fire hazard or times when snow cover is present. Any changes to fire times should not
conflict with provincial legislation.]

3.9

No materials may be burned upon any street, curb, gutter or sidewalk or on the ice of a
lake, pond, stream or body of water.

3.10 Open-air burning shall be constantly attended and supervised by a competent person of at
least eighteen (18) years of age to ensure that the fire is kept under control. The person
shall have readily available for use such fire extinguishing equipment as may be necessary
for the total control of the fire.
3.11 Prior to leaving the site, the open-air bum shall be completely extinguished by soaking the
material with water. Ashes from the open-air bum shall be cold prior to the site being
vacated.
3.12 No person shall allow or permit a fire to spread beyond the fire pit.

Section 4: Open-air Burning of Waste
Municipalities developing by-laws based on the CCME Guidance Document for Canadian
Jurisdictions on Outdoor Open-Air Burning (GDOAB) must refer to and comply with all
provincial laws or requirements with respect to burning waste/materials. Municipalities with
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existing by-laws which are more stringent than those listed in the GDOAB should maintain those
requirements.

4.1

Open-air burning of waste from residential, commercial, agricultural or industrial
establishment is prohibited, unless otherwise permitted by [jurisdiction name].

4.2

Open-air burning of the following materials is prohibited:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(t)

(g)

4.3

Construction and demolition waste or materials including roofing tiles or shingles
Hazardous substances including but not limited to batteries, household chemicals,
pesticides, asbestos, used oil, gasoline, paints, varnishes, and solvents
Furniture and appliances
Tires and rubber materials
Any plastic materials including but not limited to nylon, PVC or ABS plastics,
polystyrene or urethane foam, and synthetic fabrics, plastic films and plastic containers.
Newspaper, cardboard, office paper
Treated or painted wood including but not limited to plywood, composite wood
products or other wood products that are painted, varnished or treated with
preservatives.

Open-air burning of leaves and grass clippings is prohibited except leaves attached to tree
limbs.

Section 5: Residential Open-Air Burning - Small Confined Fires
Outdoor recreational fires and fires for cooking, or burning of small brush piles outside of urban
areas are allowed provided they do not cause a nuisance. Open-air fires, unless permitted under
Part 4 - Outdoor Fireplace Units, are prohibited in urban areas. [Note: Jurisdictions will need to
decide if fire permits will be required for small confined fires in rural areas -see Part 5 and
Appendix 4-Fire Permits]
5.1

A person may set or cause to be set a small, confined campfire for cooking or heating
without a permit only in accordance with {insert name of by-law or regulation, if
applicable. If no regulation exists then end this statement qfter "without a permit. ']

5.2

The fire shall not exceed one metre (3.3 feet) in diameter, or one metre (3.3 feet) in height.

5.3

No burning shall be undertaken within [insert distance - 7.5 metres (25 feet) or other
appropriate distance] from any combustible building material, or partition, exterior
window opening, overhead wire, exit access or exit unless authorized by the Fire Chief or
Local Authority. [Note: for practical reasons this section does not apply to campfires
where a 3 metre (I 0 feet) radius from nearby woodlands is required, or other radius as
stated in the local by-law, provincial, or territorial regulation.]
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Section 6: Burning Brush and Tree Limbs - Large Confined Fires

6.1

Notwithstanding Part 2, Section 3, large open-air burning (e.g., some bonfires) of tree
limbs, logs, brush, and stumps is allowed, in accordance with all of the following
provisions:
6.1.l A fire permit issued in accordance with Part 5 (Brush & Logs -Appendix 4) of this
by-law must be obtained prior to open-air burning under this Section between April
1stand October 31stor when the ground is not snow covered.
6.1.2 The burning of limbs, logs, brush, and stumps must be in a single burn pile that is
confined to less than three metres (10 feet) in diameter and less than two metres
(6.0 feet) high, or burning must be confined inside of a 45 gallon (205 litre) burn
barrel [Note: municipalities may decide if they would rather prohibit burning in
barrels altogether].
6.1.3 Open-air burning under this section shall only be conducted at a location at
least {insert a distance e.g., 33 metres (100 feet), 75 metres (250 feet) or other
greater distance] from the nearest building which is not on the same property.
6.1.4 No burning shall be undertaken within {insert distance - e.g., 15-45 metres (50-150
feet) or other appropriate distance] between the fire and any forested area, tree or
shrub, highway, property line, overhead wire, building or other built structure.
6.1.5 A perimeter around the fire of at least {insert distance - e.g., 4.5 metres (15feet) or
other appropriate distance] must be clear of combustible material such as ground
cover.

Section 7: Landfill Open-Air Burning
Section 7 applies to the operation of landfills where open-air burning of wood waste is permitted
by the municipality, province or territory. If open-air burning of wood waste at landfills is
practiced, jurisdictions are encouraged to use Air Curtain Incinerators (see Part 2, Section 9).
Jurisdictions responsible for environmental management at landfill sites are encouraged to
consider alternatives to wood waste burning, such as producing woodchips to be used for dust
control or compost, drainage, erosion control and alternative daily cover at the site.
Alternatively, clean dry wood waste may be accepted at thermal recovery sites and facilities.
The following restrictions on open-air burning apply to the open-air burning of wood waste at
municipal and private landfills and shall be implemented in conjunction with Part 2, Section3.
7.1 No burning of any kind should take place at a landfill site, unless specifically allowed by
[Insert name of provincial, territorial regulations or municipal by-laws, or guidelines].
7.2

Open-air burning at municipal or private landfills is restricted to wood waste.

7.3

Open-air burning of wood waste can only occur at individual landfills a maximum of
[insert value] days per year.

7.4

A strip down to the mineral soil that is [insert value] metres wide shall be established
around the entire landfill area where the open-air burning shall be conducted.
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7.5

Private or municipal landfills that conduct open-air burning shall implement the following
safety precautions:
7.5.1 The landfill site shall be fenced and access shall be controlled and supervised at all
times.
7.5.2 Open-air burning shall not be conducted on land that has been filled and covered, or
on soil substrates know to contain methane.

7.6

Landfill operators or municipal officers should maintain a landfill area watch during
periods of drought or high forest fire hazards ifthe landfill is subject to fire.

Section 8: Labour Strike
Open-air burning during a strike shall only be conducted in accordance with a permit issued
under Part 5 of this by-law; the permit for strike locations also includes the following
requirements:
8.1

Only one burning device shall be used at each location. Fires must be confined to
containers no larger than a 45 gallon (205 litre) drum or barrel.

8.2

Only clean dry wood may be burned and must be kept a minimum of one metre away from
the bum barrel.

8.3

No burning shall be undertaken within three metres (I 0 feet) of any vehicle.

8.4

The permit is only valid for the duration of the strike.

8.5

The fire is to be extinguished ifit is not supervised as per Section 3.10.

Section 9: Air Curtain Incinerators
The following restrictions on open-air burning apply to municipal and private air curtain
incinerator (AC!) operations and shall be implemented in accordance with Part 2, Section 3 of
this [regulation] or by-law: [Note - exceptions may be needed for Forestry or Right of Way
operations where these restrictions may be impractical].
·
9.1

Open-air burning under this Section shall only be conducted at a location at least {jnsert a
distance - e.g., 100 metres (300 feet) or other greater distance] from the nearest forested
area, tree or shrub, highway, or property line.

9.2

Open-air burning shall only be conducted at a location at least {jnsert a distance e.g., 30
metres (100 feet) or other greater distance] from the nearest building or other built
structure.

9.3

A perimeter around the fire of at least [fnsert distance - e.g., 4.5 metres (15 feet) or other
appropriate distance] must be clear of combustible material such as ground cover.
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9.4

The air curtain incinerator must be surrounded by a fence with a locked gate. An attendant
must be on duty when the blower unit is in operation. All fires should be extinguished
when the blower unit is shut off.

9.5

A sign shall be posted at the entrance of the operation which indicates the name, contact
phone number, acceptable and prohibited wastes, permit number, hours of operation,
penalty for non-authorized use, necessary safety precautions and any other pertinent
information. Waming signs should be posted at intervals around the entire air curtain
incinerator installation notifying people to keep out of the area.

9.6

The stockpile of waste material shall be kept a minimum of 30 metres (I 00 feet) from the
burner. The total amount of stockpiled waste shall be limited to the amount that can be
burned in 5 days.

9.7

Except during start-up, visible emissions should not exceed a specified opacity level of
[insert value - e.g., 20 percent (see commentary Section 6.4.1 -Air Curtain Incinerators)].
During start-up, the visible emissions should not exceed 35 percent opacity [or some other
opacity level determined appropriate by the relevant government agency] when averaged
over a six-minute period. Start-up should not last for more than 30 minutes, and there
should be no more than one start-up per day.

9.8

An operator familiar with the proper operation of the unit must be on-site at all times
during operation.

9.9

Ash resulting from the operation must be disposed of at a facility approved by the relevant
government agency to receive such material.

9.10 Surface water must be prevented from standing in the ACI operating, waste storage and
access areas.
9.11 ACI area surface water runoff must be prevented from entering nearby rivers, streams and
lakes.

Section 1O:Sensitive Receptors
10.1 Notwithstanding Parts 2 and 3 (below), open-air burning shall not be undertaken
within {insert distance - e.g., 45-100 metres (150-300 feet) or greater distance] from a
sensitive receptor. Sensitive receptors include:
(a) A health care facility
(b) A senior citizens' residence or long-term care facility
(c) A child care facility
(d) An educational facility
(e) An environmentally sensitive area [list municipal, provincial or territorial designated
sensitive areas, e.g., grasslands, forested or wetland areas where 'species at risk' may
be negatively affected. Close attention must be made with regard to the timing of
proposed burns especially during spring breeding seasons}.
(f) A [place] specified by the [municipality} as a place where discharges of smoke may
cause a risk to human health.
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Part 3: Prescribed

Burning

Open-air burning for the purpose of agriculture, forest or habitat renewal shall be conducted in
accordance with Part 2, Section 3 - General Prohibition of Open-Air Burning, and is subject to
the following requirements:

1.1

The person responsible for open-air bums of agricultural, forestry or habitat matter larger
than [insert acreage value] in size, shall ensure that a bum plan (prescription) is prepared
and submitted to [insert name of local authority e.g., Ministry of Natural Resources}. The
bum plan must be approved by the [authority} prior to commencing the bum.

1.2

The bum plan shall contain the following information:
the specific location and description of the area to be burned
subject vegetation types
an emergency telephone number
the property owner
(e) the agency/contractor conducting the bum
(f) the bum prescription
(g) the number of hectares to be burned, the type of fuel, fuel loading estimates and the
ignition technique to be used
(h) a list of agencies and private parties involved
(i) a map depicting prevailing winds and the potential impact of the smoke on occupied
buildings and areas for up to [insert distance kilometres} from the bum site
Gl a discussion of the public notification procedures and
(k) an evaluation of alternative methods to open-air burning.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

1.3

The person(s) responsible for conducting an open-air bum shall ensure the bum does not
occur within 100 metres of any dwelling, group of dwellings, commercial, institutional or
industrial establishments or other occupied structure located outside of the property where
the open-air bum is being conducted, unless permission has been received from all
occupants.

1.4

The person(s) responsible for conducting an open-air bum shall ensure that the bum is
conducted in accordance with Section 10 - Sensitive Receptors.

1.5

The person responsible for conducting an open-air bum shall ensure that burning occurs
when the prevailing wind direction does not cause visibility restrictions on nearby
roadways or airfields.

1.6

The size of wood waste piles to be the subject of an open-air bum should be limited in size
as described in Part 2, Section 6 - Large Confined Fires. The size of the prescribed openair bum areas shall not exceed [insert area -hectaresj at any one time unless otherwise
approved by a prescribed bum plan submitted to the [insert relevant authority}.

1.7

A fire break around proposed crop or forested areas shall be a minimum 10-metre width
around the entire proposed bum area. A fire break shall be clear of branches, groundcover,
and steep slopes.
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Part 4: Outdoor

Fireplace

Units

Use of outdoor recreational fireplace units such as chimeneas and other similar solid fuel flameproducing products contravene the [insert by-law or regulation if applicable, e.g., Fire Code] if
they are operated within the [municipality] and their use is prohibited.
Section 1: Outdoor Recreational Units
Note 1: Omit this section entirely if your municipality chooses not to regulate this activity.
Note 2: Chimeneas, patio warmers, and other portable outdoor fireplace units used for
recreational purposes, all of which are defined as "outdoor recreational fireplace units" in this
Guidance Document, can be a cause of complaints. Sparsely populated rural townships will
likely not need to regulate outdoor recreational units. However, if your municipality contains an
urban area or has had complaints about recreational units, you should consider the following
provisions for those areas. Your municipality will need to decide whether to entirely prohibit rhe
use of recreational fireplace units, whether to allow the use of recreational units under specified
conditions such as substantial minimum distances, or whether not to regulate them at all.
1.1

(Alternative 1) No person shall install, use, or maintain a recreational fireplace unit in
[jurisdiction name].

or
1.1

(Alternative 2) A recreational fireplace unit shall be installed and used in [jurisdiction
name] in accordance with all of the following provisions:
1.1.1 The recreational fireplace unit shall not be used to bum waste
1.1.2 The recreational fireplace unit shall bum only clean dry wood
1.1.3 The recreational fireplace unit shall be located at least {insert a
distance appropriate (or the jurisdiction! from any nearby structure [Choose a
minimum distance such as 7.5 metres (25feet), l 5metres (50feet) or other greater
distance as appropriate for your jurisdiction. For the reasons cited in the
introductory note to this section, a substantial minimum distance is recommended].
1.1.4 The fire is not placed on wood decks, used on or in enclosed patio decks, or under
overhangs.
1.1.5 The owner of the outdoor recreational fireplace shall obtain an annual fire permit
from the Chief Fire Official or other Municipal Authority in accordance with Part 5
of this by-law if the fireplace is located [insert a specified distance] from the
nearest structure which is not on the same property as the recreational fireplace unit.
[Note: If a permit will not be required for recreational fireplaces, omit this
paragraph entirely. If a permit will be required for all outdoor recreational
fireplaces, end the sentence after the word by-law. If a permit will be required only
if there are nearby neighbors, insert an appropriate distance such as 15 metres (50
feet) or 30 metres (100feet).]
1.1.6 No open-air burning shall be undertaken during periods when the [insert name of
jurisdiction, e.g., Ministry of the Environment] has issued an Air Quality Advisory
applicable to the area, and no burning shall take place if it is rainy or foggy [Note:
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jurisdictions are advised to call a burning ban in the event of an air quality
advisory}.
I.I. 7 A spark arrestor screen is used to control sparks and embers when provided with the
unit.
1.1.8 The fire is out at the end of the activity.
1.1.9 The outdoor recreational fireplace unit shall not cause an adverse effect.
Section 2: Fire Extinguishing
2.1

Outdoor Fireplaces Units shall forthwith be extinguished when atmospheric
conditions cause any or all of the following:
(a)The possible spread of the fire beyond the fireplace unit
(b)Any odour to such an extent or degree so as to cause discomfort to the persons
in the immediate areas
(c) Excessive smoke
(d)A decrease in the visibility on any highway, roadway or airfield
(e) Any other adverse effect.

Part 5: Fire Permits, Complaints and Enforcement
Section 1: Fire Permits
Fire permits are an important part of open-air burning administration. They provide opportunities
for public education on fire safety, smoke and environmental issues, while enabling governments
to compile inventories on burning activities. [and avoiding responses tofalse alarms.}.
No person shall start or maintain any open-air burning or outdoor fireplace unit [insert where
applicable] except under and in accordance with a fire permit issued by the [insert "Fire Chief',
or name of other office, or title(s) of other person(s) authorized to issue burning permits}.
The fee for each fire permit shall be [insert cost of permit]. [Note: Yourjurisdiction will have to
decide whether or not to require a fee and how to collect it. Your jurisdiction will also have to
decide if a one time or seasonal fire permit would be required. It is suggested that if permits are
free compliance will be higher with improved opportunities for education and outreach while
reducing the amount offalse callsfor first responders.]
1.1 A burning permit issued under this section shall require compliance with all applicable
provisions of this by-law and any additional special restrictions deemed necessary to protect
public health and safety. [Note: See Appendix 4 - other specific permit requirements based
on sections of the Guidance Document could be added to the permit appendix-reverse side.}
1.2 An outdoor campfire does not require a permit provided that the fire complies with all other
applicable provisions of this by-law.
The following sub-sections 1.3 - 1.5 should be clearly identified in all open-air burning and
outdoor fireplace fire permits:
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1.3 Atmospheric Conditions: Burning should not be carried out under any of the following
conditions:
(a)
(b)
(c)

1.4

Rain, fog or smog appears to be present; smoke cannot disperse properly and may be
concentrated in one particular area under these conditions.
Wind speeds are high or wind directions are changing frequently enough to cause fire
to spread rapidly.
The area or nearby areas have poor air quality according to the Air Quality Index
(AQI): value indicates poor air quality (AQI>49) or a high risk Air Quality Health
Index (AQHI>6).

When weather conditions warrant, the Fire Chief or other Local Authority may temporarily
suspend issuing burning permits and may temporarily suspend previously issued burning
permits for open-air burning.

1.5 Any violation of the conditions of a burning permit shall be deemed a violation of the
[applicable by-law name]. Any violation of this by-law or the burning permit shall void the
permit.
Section 2: Response to Complaints
2.1

The person responsible for an open-air burn shall make a reasonable effort to respond to
local resident complaints received about smoke issues.

2.2

The person conducting an open-air burn shall extinguish the fire if it creates an adverse
effect at any time.

2.3

If the [insert name of relevant authority] receives complaints about an open-air burn, a
Municipal By-law Enforcement Officer or other Authority may enter the land to inspect
and extinguish the fire.

Section 3: Inspections and Enforcement
3.1

A By-law Enforcement Officer, or other Local Authority, may enter on land at any
reasonable time for the purpose of carrying out an inspection to determine whether this
by-law or an Order to Discontinue Activity is being complied with.

3.2

The By-law Enforcement Officer or other Local Authority may order the owner to
extinguish any open-air burn at any time and the owner shall extinguish the fire; or the
Local Authority or his designate may take the necessary steps to do so.

3.3

An Officer or other Local Authority may enter the premises at a reasonable time, with
prior notice and the consent of the occupier, for the purpose of inspecting an open-air
burn.

Note I: Municipalities may specifj;penalties for persons who initiate an open-air burn in breach
of municipal by-laws.
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Note 2: Municipalities should obtain legal advice to determine whether it has authority to
authorize any inspection or compliance actions.
Note 3: In general, every person is responsible for complying with the provisions of the [insert
provincial/territorial environmental legislation name]. No person shall discharge a contaminant
or cause or permit a discharge of a contaminant that causes or may cause an adverse health
effect. Any contravention of [insert provincial/territorial environmental legislation name - e.g.,
Environmental Protection Act] such as burning prohibited materials may result in an
investigation and prosecution under the Act.
Section 4: Liability
Municipalities, provinces or territories may specify penalties for persons who conduct open-air
burning in breach of laws. This enforcement section will need to include specific jurisdictional
penalties.
4.1

Any person who contravenes any of the provisions of this by-law [reg.ulation] is guilty of
an offense and upon conviction is liable to a fine.

4.2

If any person fails to pay the fine set out above, within thirty (30) days, the amount of the
fine may be recovered by the municipality in like manner as municipal taxes in
accordance with the [insert municipal, provincial/territorial legislation name}.
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APPENDIX 2: PUBLIC EDUCATION POSTER
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APPENDIX 3: PAMPHLETS ON OPEN-AIR
AND TO ACCOMPANY FIRE PERMITS

Burning garbage releases toxic
chemicals into our alr, water and
soil. These bins gel: into the foods
we eat and remoin in our bodies,

BURNING BEST PRACTICES

FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION

If you're burning
garbage, you're
making poison.

where they can cause serious health

concerns like cancer. Burning
garbage in rural areas where food is
produced incre-ases this danger.
Bu ming can affect everyone who

eats. not iust those who burn!
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Burning garbage
puts toxins in the
food we eat!
Even burning paper can release hazardous pollutants like heavy metals and
deadly dioxin. E:achburn barrel can release up to 11 times more dioxin than a
full-scale municipal incinerator. Burn barrels smolder at lower temperatures and
don't contein pollution control devices. Reports show that backyardgarbage
burning is now the LARGEST source of dioxins in the United States. Industry
has cleaned up their act-now it's time to clean up ours!
Burningis dangerous to property, too. Debris burning can cause destructive
wildfires and even house Fires. Melpkeep the environment and your familysafe
and healthy- don't burn garbage!
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To find cut more about reuse, recycling,
composting, and disposal opportunities
in your area, please contact your lacat
waste management department.
For more information on the effects.of
open bumint of a,arbaiie.please contact

Environment Canada at

1-800-668-6767
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WhatIs
OpenBurning?
Open burning refers to bum1rli garf>aee
In barrels, open ptts, outdoor furnaces,
vlOOdstoves, or flreplaces. Open bum1ng
of garbage ls much more harmful to your
health and the environment than you
may think.

Some peopte may say,
"We've been burnin3 garbage

for ages, so what's the
big deaf now?"
We OO\'lunderstand that open burning
of garbage-even seemingly harmless
materials 11kepaper, cardboard, yard
waste. and construction debris-releases
a hazardous mbcture of cancer-causing
compounds and other toxic substances
when open-burned.

Upin Smoke
Open burning of garbage poses health rlsks
to those exposed directly to the smoke.
It especially affects people vllth sens1tlve
respiratory systems. as well as children and
the elderly.
Jn the short term, exposure to smoke can
cause headaches, nausea. and rashes. Over
time, it can increase the lisk of devetoping
hean disease. Some of the pollutants
contained in the smoke from open burning of
garbage can include:
Otoxins
Furans
Arsenic
Mercury
PCB•
Lead
Carbon monoxide
Nitrogen oxides
Sulphur <»rides
Hydrochloric add

Dioxins,Furans,
andYourHealth
One of the greatest concerm-with open
burning of garbage Is the health risks posed
by the release of dioxins and furans into the
environment. Exposure to dioxins and furans
has been linked to:
Certain types of cancers
liver problems
Impairment of the immune system, the
endocrine system, and reproductive
functions
Effects on the de-.-eloping nervous system
and other developmental events
In Canada, the open bum1nq,of garbage
produces more dioxins and furans than all
industrial actMtles combined.

Some of these
pollutants can
also end up ;n
the ash that
is left behind
from open
burning of
garbage.

Since open burning of garbage is more
common in rural and agrkultural areas,
there is particular concern for high levels of
dioxins and turens settling on crops. in our
streams, and in our lakes. Dioxins and furans
produced by the open burning, of garbage
are deposited on pl.ants. \•if'llchare eaten by
animats. The dioxins and furans are absorbed
by these animals and stay tn the food chain
until they uhimately end up in our meat
and dairy products. In fact. over 90 percent
of Oll'" intake of dioxins and furans is from
our diet.

What is open burning?

For more information

Open bnming is any burning condaaed outdoot:s lhat
doci nor pau ihtough a stack. duct, Clf chimney. Open
bummg i11dudesbvmiDg of 1csidcntial.solid waste.
pttSCribcd bun.is. crop resid\lc bun:iing, and fires for
reaeariou. md llt-anning, weed control. and ttaiD.iag.
Fires in bum bateU are cOll'iideud a fon:u ofope:o.

burning as well
Opccbumingin ldiiho a regul:i1kd by ~e law mi
rules, tribalcode, andlocal~.
SectlOD.i
600-6::!3of the Rul&sfor th# Con.trol of .J.ir P11llution
in Idaho describe !he state's Rgulatoty autbomy OVff
.openbuming, uoder thejurisdictim:i.of the Idaho
Depanmemof ED-."iromneauilQuality(DEQ).The
llak rule-sapply to all lands other than the five Indian
Resen;atioas.

Regulationof open burning Is
needed to minimize the Impact
of smoke on public health.
Smoke gencmed by ope:cburning i.lccnnpriscd
primarilyof~
particles aQdgases.Smokecan
iaitak- the eyes and airwm:ya.caumg coughing., a
scralchy Woat, imtaoro >inuscs. hw!ac:bcs, &tiogms
eyes, or a nmny nose. lnbaling smoke m11ywmsea the
1ympt:0m5 of lhose with beet or respuaf!XY coflditiom.
This b!:och!JfeprO\'ides in£onnation on open burning of
~solid~.
Specifically.it c~-as:
cc:oditi<im:~

~~

v.iiichrrsidential open bummg:

maknais that can and C8Dl10tbe legally bumed
prop« buruiii.gbasic\
altemmives ID buming
~QD
against smoke impacts

Idaho Department

of Em1l'oomental

Quality

Stateomn

-·

Air Qinlity Df\isioa
1410 N.Hiltol!.
Boise, ID 83706
(:!08)373.0502
Rflfonill

omen

1445 N. Orch;rd
Boise, IDS3706

Lewistoll
1118F Strttt
Lew:iston, ID 83501

(208) 373-0SSO
IO:ll-liee: (SSS) 800-3480

(208) 799-4370
toll-Im: {877) 541-3304

Cowrd'Alr-a.

Poi::atello
444 Hospital Way#JOO

2ll0 Ironwood ~-ay
Coeur d"Alene..ID !BS14
(1-08) 769-14:!2
toll-Im: cam 310-0011
Lbho£.U.
900 N. Skyline. Suile' B

Icbho Falls, ID 83402
(208} 518-2650

toll-liee: (BOO)'.!32-4t.i3S

Pocatello. ID 83201
(208) 230-t.il 60
toll-free: (888) 655-6160

Twin Falls
1363 Fillmo~ SIIRl:
!~-in
Falls, JD 83301
(208} 736-21go
toil-Cue: (800) 270-1663

Web Resources
Op.u, "Outdoor" Buruin1 Guiddine'
"'1<•.:1,htq.idahc.go1·,,Jp1?l:-l,ti,Y111!1z
Residefltial "Bx~·a?d'" Burning
;•1•~.:diJq.:fd;1:;Q..go1·.-ff.:id1mtid-<:>_:;.v1-b111-ni,iz

RulH foT th• Contra! of Air Pollution iu Idaho
!mp.· ·,-a1,!mmrulas,1d,;im.gm ·-m!tis:'<''<l'!l'lil 58- (}jt): .pl.if

A brief OVCl'liie\llo' of olber types of .a!Wwablcopen
burning in Idaho js also provided.
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What residents can burn
V'nl.a.ua bum ban is in #jfecl.••
...rnilknts who have house-fo...boase garbage
collection may bunt. tree leaves, gmdcn waste. and
yard triulminp if allowN by local govcmmau
on:litutnce$ during certain periods oflhe yeu.

Buming cao 111o~vaJuable resources. h tm1y be'
~Ole
to ;woid open buming by bett« plmming,
reuse. or recycling .

_

Recycle papef pt"oducts wbene\w poombte.
Compos! yard ddiri~ ftDdkitc:Mosmips.
Ikuse old lumber whcnc\w possible.
Buyor Rnta clUppcrand UiC' chi.ps fotmnlch

..•

...r~

who.doootbave
house-to-house
~ge
collection t1)ll'j bum rubbish (such upaper aDd
.cardboard). tRc 1ea.••
-es. garden waste. and yard
trimmings if burning is cwduclot'd on !he pwpmy
wbm: the wau.e wn gmc:rakd.

What cannot be burned
Bu.ming of mott processed or manufactuml

a prohibited

matena1s

-·path~

as fi.rig-..;: .::r.d illlo...-,.;•

g~

(disea~

WHte

"""""""''"""

Local ordmmces may furrhl!'rRStrict or prohibit
residential open buming.ln additioa. bumefs ll:lll!-'be
required io obtain permits m SOJJlC' jurisdictiom.

Butn Bans
DEQ may issue bum bans a' a result ofweatbi:r lllld
air quality conditions. 'When a bum ban has hem
issued, outdooc bum.ing and !he use of wood ~
and fifeplacc1 arc prohibited. ChcckDEQ's Daily Air
Quality Reports imd Forecasts webpage Ill '";'»:/!.f11,,
id;lih ;,,,...d1di.l'-•lil""•iruriir1w/<"j'(!~l~4m·c,;1l'i
to find out
about bum rstrictions..
Guidance Document for Canadian Jurisdictions on Open-Air Burning

to 'JIDOke.
Mmimize "blmuug time to minimize miokc

Rigbborhood de'!alllJ) day.
Dispar.e afwMtc- at youcl«al laodfill rather
than bum it.
Take bazanioJJ;Smaterials. including oilbas.ed pain1s. ~olvmb. gmden chemicals, and
car fluids. to a hazardowi wa\te colli:ctiou
,;iu-. Burning thtte matMals is illegal aDd

dangefous.

If oo alti:mntive to burning is available:
Get !he proper pennit if required. DEQ does DOI
issue ~
bum permits. Comaci YO« 1ocal

~-ative-ttcatcdwood
tnldc
waste(~
iodusttial, or
C011Stluction)
im:n1a!edwile

impecti while buming:

Pay attesltion 10 local air quality rtpem and stay
alert to Im\<"!.
covnage Ol"heallb. wamiap rela~

expoSU1e.

Proper burning basics

tar and petroleum oiateria1s

Io protect agairu.t~

.
Wark wilh nrigbbon to Ofgmi.zea

~ly

(exemptiom uiay apply). These include:

a:arbnse from food preparation
dead aaimals or animal waste
junk motor '.'Cbicle5or parts
tim Ot other rubber matetiah
plntics

Protect your health

Alternatives to burning

ot fire pmiectio:ase111ice.

Burn during the middle of~ da.y"?.iim.\~
is genetally ggod and smcb-dinipates m«c easily.
Bum whtn ii.II!");. ru:edry and well aerated so tbe
fire it bot, ~ manageable. Wet m dirt-<:oi:ered
m.tterials will smolder andcreate more smoke.
Bum in op.:n at«is away fiom a..'Clhead bnlncht'
aad v.irn.
Scrape away buruable matmal; OII.the JtOUDd
~
rm around the piles. The (51.l}t shouL:!.be
~soil
Nevn teeve fires unattended, and neve fite
supplC:UIOnt'quipment !'l11dwarerai.'llilablc. You
can be held respooslble for m:t)'damage caused by
11. that pout of control

m

Bum at least 50 feet imll)· from.any

Mmtm:t'.

Test bum a <;ma.I!area priocto bllming.

Be awru:e of~igns of overexposure to s;i;l;:ke mch
Dekiy bu.ming for anctbtr day if it looks smoky
outUde.

other types of burning
Tbe state 's ail" pollution control rule~ al!io iqpdate ~
following typn of open bunU.ug:
Recreational aud v;arming ~. Fires for
preparation of food, c~
and barllecues arcallowable. as are miallfiles forhand~\Vetd COlltfOlfires. Fires for weed abat.et:rarnt
along 5lJChareat as fence lines. ditch banb. and
canal banks areallira-11hte.
Trainmg fitt"S.. Fim to tnUn firefighten m allo-e,:ed.
Contac:t your loeal DEQ regional office pri« to

••••••••
Prescribed burning.

Open bmniog:offute5t aod.
rnngelaod to w:ompli.th land managemenr
obj«ti\-es is allov."Cd.To fiwl 1111tmou, Wit
"«W.<i<'<i·1,;,,;,,,_\l"'.''' ,,/h!lm1d~fi,.,.•
Crop re..idue btlf"llln@..Gso~ maybwn aop
residue when approved by DEQ. TA1ining.
pmui.ta, Uld fees are required LCMU.
more at

Questions?
Contact the
DEQ Regional Office
nearest you (see reverse).
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,& What Is Open Burning?
0!)ttl burning is any outdoor uee that does.
not vent to a chimney or stack.

t\ How Do I Apply for a Permit?
Contact Mike Fair (513-'Mf>-77Ul at the
Southwest Ohio A.i~Quality Agel'!cy,twll tl:l
tnree weeks In advimceof yaur 5chedu!ed
open bum date to drscuss the purDOse of
tlle flre. You ca11then receive lhe permit
appllcatlcn by mall, or JOU may l'lownfoad
it at: SouthwestOhioAir.ofWopen..bumlng.

'What Are the Consequences

of .Illegal Open Burning?

4i Why h Open B11rningProhibited?
•Open burn;ng pollutts the air we breathe.
Even seen campfires burn;rig clean
woad can emit llarmful chemicals.
•The poUulanls I"!!leasedby open burning
make it 'TKlre diffic11ltto attain
health-based air quality standards,
especiillfY In or near the major
metropolitan centers.
-ceen burning releases various harmful
pollutants, including volatile Of9alliC
compounds tVOCS), particulate matter
CPM l and carbon monoodde, all of which
contribute to air polh.rtion.
•Thesepollutants '<In lead to breathing
dlfflculties arid Increased asthma
attacks. Additional health rislcs include
heart damage aod neuTOlogical
sy11111tomssuch as headac;he, nausea,
fatigue and vomiting.

Guidance Document for Canadian Jurisdictions on Open-Air Burning

Ohio EPA has the legal aulhorlty to
eriforct the open burning law. Violations
i:an resi.Jlt in penalties. If you Mave any
questions, orwou!d like to report a
suspected open txJming incident, c1mtact
the SouthWesl Ohio Air Quality Ag~ncy at
SlJ-94&-7777(serving Butler, Clermont,
Hamilton, Warren counties),

What Are the Alternatives
to Open Burning?
You can re:lute wasm by participating in
these environmentallY-frlendly actiflties;
•Compost start a compost pile In your
backyard.
•Recycle: most communities ln our am
provide curb-sldl or drop-off recycllng.
•Properly diSIXlse of yard trimmings:tat.
adnntagr-of your cowrtYsyard
trlmmlnp drop-off sltes.
•Properly dispose of household hazardous
waste: check •Ith your tollflty's sol1d
~
district to le.arn how to safely
cispose af hazardous materials.
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ii What Can I Burn?
VIsit Sot.1thwest.Ohi0Air.org,lopen-burnlng
to search tilt burning requiremenli ior
your communit;o.
The chart to the ri9ht lists open burns that
are allowed in Ohio.

The following open fires are alowed in Ohio:
Type M Fire

ln5ide a villaq~ or citf" (if qcnerated on property)

OutsIde a ~illar;eor city' (if generated on properh)

4.What Open Burning is
Never Permitted?
•Garbage: any wastes created In the
process Qf hal'ldli11q,preparin9, cooking
or consumption of food.
·~animals.
•Materials containing rubber, qrease, and
asphalt or ma~ from petro~.
such as
uees, cars and auto parts, plastics or
p!astlc-t0ated wire.

ili1

•can ,...,.r laal m1111itlpi1lify
fer CO>'llCl
ration bot.ll'ldarlu. Restricted ~
ve definedas follows: t. Wltllln the bolllldilr!K of any lllUageor cify.2. For any city or
lliliage\lilllh a poiwlatlOllof 1,000 to 10,000, tM restri~ a.ru eJ1tendst11ir>dui:W
a l,OOO-laot211Mbeyondthe city orvlllage'i boi.11\0WTes.
FClrany city orvlllaoe
with a populatioq cf !t'lQl'O!
tti.n 10,000,
th~..,~ ill"flutenck
bl i~~ludoiI one.mile zone beyondth.> cifyMvillao;e'sbo!R1d.lriu.l. T"""15llipres!~
if you
live"' a towrishi~,please CCl!ltacl:
Mike Fair It Sll-<Jq.,.7711 to delem'llnewi>dheror MII:yo~r•• ~
!allswithinl'OU•n!Jqhboringcity or viUqe's rut1k11edam.

Guidance Document for Canadian Jurisdictions an Open-Air Bu ming
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APPENDIX 4: MODEL FIRE PERMIT APPLICATION
Permit No.
Permit Holder:

New

IIRenewal II

Burn Site Address: •••••••••
•Rural

IiITemporary

Address Number Posted; specify...

Date(s) of Burn:

Site Poster Provided

Time of Burn Start:-

Finish: -

Fire and Emergency Services Contact (other than 911): ••••••••
Type of Permit
Recreational (free): single season event for a small confined fire (maximum three days-consecutive)
Brush & Logs ($30): single season event (maximum three days-consecutive)
Brush & Logs ($95): annual (greater than three days per year)
Outdoor Recreational Fireplace (free): annual
Agricultural - permit recommended for farm operations (no fee)
Other (e.g., Outdoor Boilers and Air Curtain Incinerators)

Note: Seasonal (depending on the jurisdiction) applies [insert dates e.g., May 1" to October 31"];
burning of any waste materials is prohibited; fire permits are not generally issued for land clearing for
commercial purposes and construction site materials when other alternatives are available for
disposal. Chipping, composting and wood reuse is recommended.
Total Fee Paid
Burn Materials:

$-

I

Received by:

••••1111••••••

Hardwood
Softwood
Mixed (Hardwood and Softwood)

II

II

Burn Procedure:
Open Pile or IIBurn Barrel or
Both
Open Pile or Burn Barrel Maximum Dimensions are 1m x 1m x 1m unless approved below:
Length

-m

Width -m

Height -m

Carbon Output: Total Number of Burn Piles and/or Barrels Burned -Total

Bum Hours Carbon output estimates mass of carbon released for duration of permit (e.g., eight piles burned for 16 hours)

Outdoor Boilers: Full Cords of wood per year= Required Provisions for Extinguishment:

Hours I day (October-

May)= -

(e.g., 24 hours)

Garden hose

Other Site Specific Requirements/Conditions:

Revocation of Permit: Are you aware that the [municipality name] may temporarily or permanently
suspend this permit in the following circumstances?
(check each box to confirm applicant's
awareness):
an Air Quality Advisory, Fire Restriction or Fire Ban is issued for your area
when high winds are forecasted which might contribute to the threat of fire spreading
during periods of drought
any complaint received while burning or any other condition deemed to create an extra risk
All permits issued expire on December 31 of the year they are issued (except agricultural permits renewed eveiy
two years)

I

Permit Holder's Signature

Guidance

Document

for Canadian

Date

Jurisdictions

on Open-Air

Burning

Witness
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Residential Wood Burning

I The Lung

Association

Page 1 of2

What's in wood smoke?
Environment Canadaand Health Canadahave identified many hazardous chemical substances in
wood smoke, including:
• PM2.5(inhalable particulate matter lessthan 2.5 microns in diameter) - PM2.5,which consists
of a mixture of microscopic particles of varied size and composition, has been declared a
toxic substance under the Environmental Protection Act. Theseparticles can be inhaled deep
into the lungs, leading to serious respiratory problems, including excess mortality, especially
among those with pre-existing cardiopulmonary illness.
• Carbon Monoxide (CO) - can reduce the blood's ability to supply necessaryoxygen to the
body's tissues,which can cause stress to the heart. When inhaled at higher levels, CO may
causefatigue, headaches,dizziness,nausea,confusion and disorientation and, at very high
levels, lead to unconsciousnessand death. Fire Prevention Canadaadvises that CO detectors
be installed in every home that has a combustion appliance or an attached garage.
• Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) - can lower the resistance to lung infections. In particular, nitrogen
dioxide can cause shortness of breath and irritate the upper airways, especially in people
with lung diseasessuch as emphysema and asthma.
• Hydrocarbons (HC) - can damage the lungs.
• Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) - can cause respiratory irritation and illness.Some VOCs
emitted by wood-burning appliances,such as benzene,are known to be carcinogenic.
• Formaldehyde - can cause coughing, headachesand eye irritation and act as a trigger for
people with asthma.
• Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) - Prolonged exposure to PAH's is believed to pose
a cancer risk.
• Dioxins and furans- Some dioxins and furans are carcinogenic.
• Acrolein - can cause eye and respiratory tract irritation.

The Canadian Lung Association recommends that you don't burn wood in
residential setting.

However. if you must heat with wood, follow these precautions:
There are many things you can do to reduce the amount of pollution created by residential
wood burning, and to improve the safety and efficiency of your wood burning appliance:
• Burn small, hot fires - they produce much lesssmoke than ones that are left to smoulder.
• Burn seasonedhardwood - burning "green" or wet wood produces significantly more smoke.
Soft woods like pine produce more emissionsand deposits inside your chimney. Households
can buy an inexpensive basic wood moisture meter in a woodworking specialty shop.
• Never burn garbage, plastics, cardboard or Styrofoam. Burning garbage releasespoisons.
• Never burn wood that has been taken from salt water. Chlorine combines with the smoke to
produce dioxins and furans,which are dangerous carcinogens.

https://www.lung.ca/news/expert-opinions/pollution/residential-wood-burning
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• Never burn treated or painted wood, particleboard or plywood represents a health hazard.
Wood treated with varnishes and sealants,wood from orchards sprayed with pesticides and
pressure-treated wood may contain toxic chemicals. Burning treated wood may release
these toxic chemicals into the environment in the smoke or in the ash that is disposed of
later.
• Store wood outside, off the ground and covered. Bring it into your home as needed. The
excess moisture found in green wood increasesthe relative humidity of the indoor air, which
can lead to mould and mildew growth. Both can cause severe allergic reactions and asthma
attacks.
• Usea high-efficiency wood stove, fireplace or insert that is certified as low emission by the
EPA . Thesewood burning appliances burn most of the smoke right in the firebox and can
cut emissions by up to 90 percent. High-efficiency units allow you to burn a third lesswood
and get the same amount of heat.
• Reduceyour heating needs by making your house more energy efficient.
• Regardlessof the type of wood-burning appliance, it should be installed by professionals and
inspected and cleaned at least once a year by a technician certified under the Wood Energy
Technical Training (WETT) Program or, in Quebec, the Association des professionnels du
chauffage (APC). Thesecertified installers and chimney sweeps have gone through a
rigorous training program that is recognized by the industry and by government.

Municipal Bylaws Regulating Wood Heating
Many municipalities experience air quality problems because of residential wood burning. For
municipalities who'd like to develop regulations on wood burning, Canadian Council of Ministers
for the Environment has developed resources including Guidance Document for Canadian
Jurisdictions on Open-Air Burning (2016)
What about chlmlneas?
Chimineasare ceramic wood burning appliances that people use outdoors, often on patios. The
same concerns apply here as to other open burning. The open design of these devices leads to
inefficient burning of the wood. Wood smoke from chimineas may stay closer to the ground
since they have low chimney stacks, and can pose a problem for neighbours.

httos://www.lung.ca/news/ex.pert-ooinions/oollution/residential-wood-burning
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Dangerous Health Effects of
Home Burning of Plastics and Waste
Fact Sheet
' How does home plastic
waste burning affect people's
health?
Most people who burn their plastic
domestic waste do not realize how
harmful this practice is to their health
and to the environment Current research
indicates that backyard-burning of waste
is far more harmful to our health
than previouslythought. It can increase
the risk of heart disease, aggravate
respiratory ailments such as asthma and
emphysema, and cause rashes, nausea,
or headaches. damages in the nervous
system, kidney or liver,in the reproductive and development system.
The burning of polystyrene polymers such as foam cups, meat trays, egg
containers, yogurt and deli containers releases styrene. Styrene gas can readily
be absorbed through the skin and lungs.

Dioxin emissions from plastic burning
The most dangerous emissions can be caused by burning plastics containing organochlor-based substances like PVC.When such plastics are burned, harmful quantities of
dioxins. a group of highly toxic chemicals are emitted. Dioxinsare the most toxic to the
human organisms. They are carcinogenic and a hormone disruptor and persistent,
and they accumulate in our body-fat and thus mothers give it directly to their babies
via the placenta. Dioxinsalso settle on crops and in our waterways where they eventually wind up in our food, accumulate in our bodies and are passed on to our children.

Burning of plastics and waste
Surveys show that home burning of waste is widespread across rural areas all-over the
world. Waste is either burned outside in the yard or garden, or inside in ovens. Waste
that is burned can include paper, cardboard, food scraps and plastics, - essentially any
materials that would otherwise be recycled or picked up by a waste collection company.Air emissionsfrom home burning are released directly into the house or the atmosphere without being treated or filtered.

No filter to stop toxic emissions

At high levelsstyrene vapor can damage
the eyes and mucous membranes.
Longterm exposure to styrene can affect
the central nervous system,
causing headaches, fatigue, weakness,
and depression.
Not only these people who are burning
the trash are exposed to these pollutants,
but also their neighbours, children and
families.

What people can do?

!

I

Plastic waste burning in home ovens

is a current practice

Why People Burn their
Plastics and Other Waste
Backyardand inside burning of plastics
and other domestic waste is common in
many countries in the world. People burn
plastics for various reasons-either
because it is easier than hauling it to the
local disposal site or to avoid paying for
regular waste collection service, or as there exists no municipal waste service
- because it is the only way that many
rural people have to get rid of their
waste. Particularlyin Eastern Europeand
the NIS,rural municipalitiesdo not have
waste collection and disposal
services.Indoor plastic burning is often
practiced in areas with a low economical
level and where citizens use own stoves
for cooking and heating, Many plastics
burns very easily and have a high potential of energy.Stoves are fired with
plastics: expensivewood is saved and the
garbage is reduced.

How burning of plastics
and other waste
harms the environment?
Pollutants released from burning plastic
waste in a burn barrel are transported
through the air either short or long distancts, and are then deposited onto land
or into bodies of water. A few of these
pollutants such as mercury,polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),dioxinsand
furans persist for long periods of time
in the environment and have a tendency
to bio-accumulate which means they
build up in predators at the top of the
food web. Bioaccumulationof pollutants
usually occurs indirectly through contaminated water and food rather than
breathing the contaminated air directly.
In wildlife,the range of effects associated with these pollutants includes cancer,
deformed offspring, reproductive failure,
immune diseases and subtle neurobehavioral effects. Humans can be exposed indirectlyjust like wildlife,especially
through consumption of contaminated
fish, meat and diary products.

Separate plastics separate plastic waste from other waste. Do not burn any
plastics in your yard or house.

, Avoid plastics Avoid plastics, in particular do not purchase goods packed
in PVCpackaging, which generates dioxins when burned
Reduce waste Buy products that can be reused or refilled (glas and
metal containers)
Compost Yard clippings, leaves,and food can be easily composted
in your backyard
Recycle Demand your municipality to organize recycling of paper,
glas and metals.
Return plastics to producer - bring your plastic waste
back to the shop and ask it to be returned to the producer
for recycling.

Don't burn plastics in your garden
or in your house!

Thisfact sheet is produced by:
WECF

Womenin Europefor a CommonFuture
Blumcnstrasse28
D - 80311 Munirh, Germany

werf@werf.org
www.wert.org
With thanks to EPA
Referrnres :
EPA- Barkyard burning
Burning web page
http:f/www.arb.ca.gov/smp/resburn/resburn.htm

WECF

FIRE PREVENTION BY-LAW No. 16

I. (a)
No personshall light, ignite,start, or bum, or reduce to ashes, by meansof any fire,
bonfire,outside fireplace,or domestic incinerator,any garbage, rubbish,scrapingsof yards, grass,
brush,reeds, weeds,leaves,paper, shavings,straw,wood,or any other similarmaterial of an
inflammablenature.
(b)
For the sake of clarity, Part I (a) shall not apply to any electrical, gas, propane or
charcoal barbecues or grills used solely for the purpose of cooking food products; or, any
electrical, propane or gas outdoor appliances designed and used to provide heat, bug
control, or a fire ambiance for general enjoyment.
2. Notwithstanding anything herein contained, the By-Law shall not apply to burning
connected with training exercises of the Yarrnouth Fire Department.
3. All privately-ownedfire hydrantsshallbe painted red in color.
4. Any person who violatesany sectionsof this By-lawshall be liable, on conviction,to a fine of not
less than $100.00and not exceeding$I 000.00.
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT the foregoing is a true copy of the Fire Prevention By-law
of the Town of Yarmouth
.
.,
-·

'-

I

--~-'-----'--~-------Town Clerk & Treasurer ·

Date

By-law Adopted May 18, 1983
New By-law Adopted March 24, 1988
Amendment to Part l(a); deletion of l(b) to (f) January 14, 1993
Addition of Part JOMarch 17, 1994
Amendment to 8(a) November 12, 2009
Amendment to l(a), addition of l(b), removal of2 to 9 and the addition of 11and12April 11,2013

